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Abstract
Early 2019, the municipal administration of Turin (Italy) announced the replacement of a limited traffic
zone (ZTL) by an urban road charging scheme (TCA) to diminish the negative externalities caused by
motorised traffic in the city. Due to various reasons, the proposition has led to resistance among different
stakeholder groups. In an attempt to deliberate the public debate, this research investigated how serious
game (SG) methodology can be employed to learn focus group (FG) participants about the rationality to
introduce TCA. The SG design aimed to reflect the user perspective on Turin’s transportation system using
different transport modes while simulating a ZTL and TCA scenario. Hence, participants could experience
the effect of the policy transformation on their daily mobility. In-situ game data was used to calculate and
discuss Generalised Travel Costs (GTC) and external costs as a result of participant’s gameplay, to provide
insight into the welfare principles of road pricing. The SG was incorporated in an FG setting, in which an
information lecture and a group discussion helped participants to relate the game to real-world practices.
Ex-ante and ex-post questionnaires were used to test for participant’s attitudinal change which could verify
the gained knowledge. The results indicate that the shared experience of playing the game led to the
socialisation of knowledge. However, the research shows that the integration of the SG in a learning process
of complementary educative elements is vital to make its simulation meaningful to the real-world context
of Turin. Finally, the research contributes to theory development through providing experimental game
simulation results, which can be used to test hypotheses of road pricing in relation to learning or to further
develop the SG used in this investigation.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Problem statement

An increasing number of European cities are engaging in the design and implementation of traffic
management strategies based on the concept of controlled access to their urban centres. The main objectives
of such initiatives are to increase liveability and to reduce traffic congestion and environmental pollution
(Citta’ di Torino, 2019). The city of Turin is also involved in this paradigm, given its historical and planned
traffic management policies. Currently, car traffic wishing to enter the city-centre is subject to a restriction
policy which prohibits entry from 7.30 to 10.30 p.m. on weekdays. This arrangement only exempts license
holders. This so-called Zona a Traffico Limitato (ZTL) has been in place in different formats since 1994,
and similar schemes have been implemented all over Italy. The current ZTL also imposes difficulties, like
a complex permit system, the penalisation of commercial activities that receive supplies in morning hours,
the movement of company headquarters out of the centre to ensure accessibility and congested traffic
phenomena just before 10.30 a.m. on the edge of the zone (Citta’ di Torino, 2019). Moreover, the city faces
high levels of air pollution and congestion and traffic safety is under pressure. These difficulties motivated
the municipal administration to the proposition of a replacing scheme called Torino Centro Aperto (TCA)
in early 2019.
TCA is also a restrictive scheme which encompasses a daily fee for entering the equivalent area of
ZTL from 7.30 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. As drivers are financially charged for using road infrastructures according
to time and place, TCA is considered a form of road pricing (Van Wee, Annema, & Banister, 2013, p. 196).
The successful implementation of such road pricing strategies is mainly dependent on public acceptability
(Schade & Schlag, 2003). Although historical evidence from cities like London, Stockholm and Singapore
suggest that similar strategies are an effective means to counter traffic congestion, environmental pollution
and accidents, public acceptability, in general, is rather low and therefore often rejected from
implementation. This hypothesis is confirmed by the public response to the announcement of TCA in Turin.
Here, merchants and other stakeholders demonstrated en masse against the TCA introduction. They argue
that the measure is ineffective and that traffic flows will emerge elsewhere. Moreover, the centre would
become less lively, and merchants will lose customer base due to decreased car accessibility, and less
economically privileged citizens will have trouble entering the city-centre. Instead more investments in
public transport (PT) and an extension of pedestrian zones would be needed (Rossi, 2019).

1.2

Research objective

In this research, Turin’s municipal proposition of TCA was used as a case to investigate whether the
improvement of knowledge about this policy could change the attitude of people affected by the measure.
By using serious gaming methods in a focus group (FG) setting it was pursued to activate this learning
process. Therefore, the aim of this research was to investigate the extent to which a serious game (SG) can
be employed to learn FG participants about the policy transformation from ZTL to TCA.
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1.3

Research questions

Given the research objective defined in the previous paragraph, the main question guiding this research was
as follows:
How can the employment of a serious game instigate learning processes among focus group participants
about the rationality to introduce Torino Centro Aperto (TCA) as a replacement policy to Zona a Traffico
Limitato (ZTL) in the city of Turin?
In order to provide an answer to the main research question, first, it was sought to provide a theoretical
background to the proposed road pricing policy in Turin. Here, the core elements of road pricing, earlier
applications of urban road charging schemes and its pros and cons in relation to alternative policies are
discussed. The link between theory and practice is made by identifying the problems which the municipal
administration pursues to solve with the policy conversion and how these fit in their broader objectives.
knowledge will be used to link the game concept to the real-world situation of the participants involved.
In continuation of these assumptions, the configuration of the Turin transportation system needs to
be modelled to fit the purpose of the game. The central aspects needed to represent Turin’s transport system
from a user perspective were to be implemented in the game in a simplified manner. A universal SG design
was vital, in order to allow for comparison between ZTL and TCA. Where needed, the design of the game
was updated between FG sessions to improve its gameplay and real-world representation. Moreover, the
game aimed to operationalise the concept of travel costs and benefits to be measured based on how the SG
was played. Players were able to relate their gameplay in both scenarios to its impact on their social welfare.
These assumptions led to the following question:
1. Which game-based indicators guide attitudinal change to make the effects of ZTL and TCA on
generalised transport costs and external costs apparent?
The first learning component in the FGs is the simulation of the SG. In order to assess the SG as a method
to instigate learning about policy conversion, a question was formulated that describes the extent of what
can and has been learned from the game:
2. What can be learned from the serious game simulation by FG participants regarding the policy
conversion from ZTL to TCA?
The second learning component tested in the FG is a group discussion. This discussion serves as an
evaluation mechanism for assessing the extent to which the SG accounts for the participant’s learning.
3. What can be learned from the group discussion by FG participants regarding the policy conversion
from ZTL to TCA?
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Finally, knowledge is measured to evaluate the learning process before and after the FG. Based on the
assumption that knowledge about the subject influences attitude, the latter is measured in relation to TCA
and road pricing policies in general.
4. How can the attitude of participants towards road pricing policies before and after the FG be
described?
The sub-questions are answered using the results from the performed empirical study and discussed in the
light of academic literature in paragraph 5.1.

1.4

Scientific relevance

Over the years, research in the field of transport planning has sought a solution to reduce the negative
externalities caused by the transportation of people and goods increased mobility. Primarily, the main goal
was to find solutions to ease congestion. Extending road capacity to facilitate traffic flows was traditionally
perceived to be the primary cure. However, from a transport economic perspective, this solution is not
without negatives effects: new capacity reduces travel times and therefore, the individual cost for mobility.
This decreased price potentially – next to other societal factors, like increased income – leads to growing
consumption of travel (Handy, 2002). Instead of extending capacity to enhance mobility, policies aiming
to enhance accessibility by managing travel demand efficiently, are increasingly being emphasised in
academic literature, e.g. Meyer (1999). Also, more attention is paid to other externalities of road
transportation such as environmental pollution, noise annoyance and traffic accidents. Road pricing seeks
to internalise the negative externalities of road transportation by charging road users for the costs they cause
to society (Rouwendal & Verhoef, 2006). However, such payment-involving measures are yet mostly
rejected by the public due to various reasons (refer to paragraph 2.1). There is an emerging strand of
literature concerned with Planning Support Systems (PSS), in which a significant objective is to gain
support for spatial interventions. Serious gaming is one of these system applications at hand and is
increasingly considered as a methodology for stakeholder engagement, learning, consensus and awareness
building (Gugerell et al., 2017). This research aimed to contribute to this scientific debate by experimenting
with SG methodology to teach citizens about the rationality to introduce road pricing measures which are
perceived negatively by the public. The learning effect of teaching was tested by investigating improved
knowledge. Knowledge directly influences the attitude towards the proposed measure and can potentially
change it (Börjesson et al., 2012; Li & Zhao, 2017). Therefore, to assess if the SG has the potential to
improve knowledge of the FG participants, it was tested whether an attitudinal change was established.
This research adds an SG perspective to the scientific strand of PSS instigated policy learning, where the
road pricing acceptability paradigm is focal.
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1.5

Societal relevance

The municipal administration of Turin (Italy) intends to implement a road pricing scheme in the city-centre
to counter the distortions in its transport system, expressed by road congestion, environmental pollution by
emissions and deprived liveability of public space. Such arrangements intervene in transport demand and
therefore directly affect people’s ability to move around. Nevertheless, urban road pricing has proven to be
a useful measure for enhancing accessibility in for instance London. Here, after the introduction of a
congestion charge, total traffic intensity inside the toll area decreased with 10-15% and congestion was
diminished with 30%. This reduction was caused by a modal shift to PT, a change of route around the area
and a choice for different departure times (Verhoef et al., 2004). However, due to public and political
resistance, similar measures have failed to be implemented on a broader scale. The main reason concerns
the perceived extra costs, which are considered an ‘unfair’ penalisation for road users. For this and other
reasons, attempts to implement comparable schemes in e.g. Edinburgh failed (Gaunt, Rye, & Allen, 2007).
This concern cannot be justified by the literature, which predominantly shows results of high levels of
acceptance in places where road pricing measures have already been implemented. In London, the measure
was positively received by the public due to its immediate effect in terms of traffic management and
complementary investments in PT (Givoni et al., 2013).
This investigation attempted to rationalise the debate regarding TCA introduction in Turin, as the
investigation in Edinburgh showed that limited understanding of the scheme obstructs implementation
(Gaunt et al., 2007). In the context of Turin, where the public acceptability of TCA is low, the creation of
knowledge about road pricing, therefore, has the potential to increase acceptability (Schade & Schlag,
2003). Moreover, one can argue that communication regarding TCA was poorly strategised. It merely
accounts for an ambiguous scheme description – which yet needs to be elaborated further –, to reach
globally formulated objectives (Citta’ di Torino, 2019). More importantly, no corresponding alternatives
were presented to respond to people’s prospected decreased mobility. For these reasons, SG methodology
is employed to teach relevant stakeholder representatives about the rationality of to introduce road pricing
in Turin.
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2 Theory
In this chapter, a literature review is provided on road pricing as a form of transport policy. Moreover, SGs
and their role as supporting systems for learning about (transport) planning interventions are discussed. The
relevant concepts from the discussed theories are for road pricing and learning constructed into separate
theoretical frameworks. In the final section, the theories are combined and operationalised to outline the
analysis needed to answer the central research question.

2.1

Road pricing

2.1.1 Introduction to transport policy
Individuals base their travel decisions by weighing the benefits and costs of a trip. A trip is beneficial when
a destination helps them to fulfil their needs, while costs are expressed in monetary costs, travel time and
effort. Also, governments evaluate the costs and benefits of mobility, but from a societal perspective. As
the functioning of transport market would lead to a wide range of undesired outcomes from this point of
view, the transport sector belongs the most regulated worldwide (Annema, 2013, pp. 283–284).
Government interference in the transport market can take multiple forms because political bodies around
the world have different views on the optimal functioning of the transport system. However, the three
common reasons for government interference are because of market failure, equity reasons, and generating
revenues (Annema, 2013; Niskanen & Nash, 2008).
The transport market comprises the interaction between supply, being infrastructure providers, PT
companies and vehicle manufacturers, and demand, people and businesses that make use of these transport
services. Market failure occurs when the functioning of this market by itself will not result in an optimal
outcome for society, as the resources needed for transport, such as road capacity, cars and clean air, are
scarce. This inefficient allocation of resources means that the market cannot ensure desirable outcomes and
avoid undesirable outcomes. For example, people who choose the car as their mode of transportation
(desirable outcome for the user), pollute the air (scarce good), for people living in the surroundings of the
roads they travel by, resulting in a deterioration of air quality (an undesirable outcome) (Annema, 2013).
For this reason, the transport policy usually aims to maximise the efficiency of resource allocation to ensure
desirable outcomes (minimised pollution).
Government intervention in support of equity is done to distribute the costs and benefits of transport
in a way that is considered ‘fair’ and ‘appropriate’. Litman (2014) discusses the significant and diverse
impacts transport planning has on equity: 1) The quality of available transport services affects people’s
social and economic opportunities; 2) Transport facilities, activities and services impose various external
costs (refer to paragraph 2.1.3 and 2.1.4); 3) Expenditures on transportation represent a large share of total
expenditures of households, businesses and government; 4) Requirement of public results to allow for
transport facilities, which allocation might favour some population groups over others; 5) Decision-making
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for transport can affect accessibility, land values and economic activity at specific locations, which has
distributional impacts.
Road pricing policies lead to monetary revenues for the government upon which must be decided
for what purposes these should be used. This strongly affects distributional impacts, and hence, the
acceptance of road pricing (Anas & Lindsey, 2011). Revenues are regularly used to improve the transport
system and can be divided based on their short-term and long-term impacts. For instance, when revenues
are used to lower general car or fuel taxes, this has an immediate effect on accessibility. However, when
they are used to improve, e.g. PT, its benefits are felt on a longer-term and are therefore harder to account
for in modelling accessibility in favour of policy-making (Tillema, 2007).
2.1.2 Planning for accessibility
Within the context of transport planning, a distinction is made between the concepts of mobility and
accessibility. Mobility relates to the potential for movement: the ability of individuals to get from one place
to another (Handy, 2002). Accessibility can be defined as the extent to which transport and land-use systems
are enabling individuals to reach destinations by (a combination of) different transport modes (Geurs & van
Wee, 2004). Traditionally, public planning for transportation based on the principle of ‘predict-andprovide’ was dominant. This meant that an estimation of future traffic volumes formed the basis for a
determination of future infrastructure capacity needed to accommodate traffic volumes at an acceptable
service level. This strategy was much focused on the performance of the system. Next to strategies aiming
to enhance mobility, Handy (2002) makes a distinction between two other strategies. Accessibilityenhancing strategies, that aim to increase the access of individuals to needed activities, bringing these
activities closer to home and providing multiple alternatives (modes) to reach these activities and an
expansion of the choices for activities. Mobility-limiting strategies decrease the potential for movement to
destinations by increasing the monetary costs or time to travel
Wegener and Fürst (1999) developed a framework which seeks to capture the interaction between
the transport system and land-uses (refer to fig. 1). The distribution of land-use over space, such as
residential, industrial or commercial zones, determines the patterns of human activity. The origins and
destinations of such human activities result in a particular need for mobility to overcome the intermediate
distances, which are shaping transport demand. Investments in transport infrastructures and technologies
are enabling opportunities to meet this demand which is defined as accessibility. Reversely, changes in
accessibility have the potential to affect location and investment decisions and therefore determine landuse distribution. In the remainder of this review, the focus will be on how road pricing – a form of mobility
policy – has the potential to enhance accessibility within a specific area and prevents the need for other
transport investments.
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Figure 1. Transport and land-use feedback cycle (Wegener & Fürst, 1999).

In addition to the location of activities, demographic size and composition, preferences of individuals and
businesses and transport are influencing the demand for mobility and thus, general accessibility (van Wee,
2013). Pricing policies intervene in the latter factor: the resistance needed to travel between specific
locations, which is expressed in travel time, monetary costs and effort (e.g. comfort or safety). The sum of
these aspects is referred to as Generalised Transport Costs (GTC). For example, by increasing the costs at
specific times or locations, the transport resistance can be enlarged. As people tend to show avoidance
behaviour when resistance is enlarged, this subsequently influences the time and effort to reach a location.
Thus, the introduction of pricing policies (indirectly) affects all elements of accessibility (Hilbers et al.,
2007).
2.1.3 Road pricing: introduction
The theoretical concept of road pricing is situated on the nexus between transport planning and economics.
Emmerink, Nijkamp and Rietveld (1995) define road pricing – also referred to as congestion pricing, road
user charging or value pricing – as the aim to internalise the congestion externality by imposing a tax which
is equal to the difference between GTC and external transport costs.
The externalities of road transportation emerge in positive (benefits) and negative (costs) sense.
Road pricing is about ‘internalising’ the negative externalities into the costs of travelling, so here we will
focus on the costs. Verhoef (1994) makes a distinction between two types of externalities. Intra-sectoral
externalities are the effects which road users cause to each other, such as congestion and traffic accidents.
They follow from the interaction between road users, in which the main external effect is congestion.
Driving on a congested road leads to longer travel time for the driver involved, but also increases this time
for others. The result is an external effect which was not considered in the decision-making process of the
road user to travel by car (Emmerink et al., 1995). Second, environmental externalities have an impact on
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the rest of the society, being air and noise pollution, and again traffic accidents. The sum of intra-sectoral
and environmental externalities are the marginal costs of transportation (Verhoef, 1994). In the remainder
of this paper, this will be referred to as ‘external costs.
2.1.4 Economic background of road pricing
In the current urban and interurban road transport system, fixed charges are emphasised over variable road
user and fuel charges. Road users are charged for their use of vehicles and infrastructure via vehicle
purchase taxes, annual licence fees and fuel taxes. However, direct user charges which relate to the variable
usage of road infrastructure are often neglected. In other words: the principles of the user and polluter pay
are not applied, as users pay similar amounts for infrastructure damage, congestion and pollution they cause
(Niskanen & Nash, 2008). According to the welfare economic theory of Pigou (1920) and Knight (1924),
free access to public roads results in a misallocation of resources due to the external effects, such as
congestion. Each trip on the road of one road user leads to longer trip times for other road users. In other
words: a road user is not charged for the additional or external costs this person imposes on others.
Therefore, road congestion can be described as a market failure. Besides congestion, the main external cost
categories are environmental effects, noise annoyance, and accidents. Corrective policy measures in the
form of road pricing schemes can, therefore, serve the goal of internalising the costs of transportation
externalities. (Rouwendal & Verhoef, 2006). Road pricing is efficient when it maximises welfare and
includes external costs: the social optimum (Proost et al., 2002).
In figure 2, the role of road pricing to reach a social optimum is illustrated. The market equilibrium
in a situation without tolls levied occurs where the average travel cost curve crosses the demand function.
However, when marginal costs are considered to reach a social optimum – where there is less traffic flow
– this intersection is left of the market equilibrium. As the demand curve is sloping down, this means that
the travel costs in the social optimum are higher than in the market equilibrium (Rouwendal & Verhoef,
2006). These extra costs can be internalised using road pricing schemes.

Figure 2. Pigou-Knight welfare analysis (Rouwendal & Verhoef, 2006)
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In economic theory, a policy which ensures that all prices are equal to the marginal costs is referred to as a
‘first-best’ situation. Here, a market failure is entirely tackled, and thus, economic efficiency is achieved
(refer to paragraph 2.1.1). In other words: road users pay for the costs they cause to society. From the
perspective of technical implementation, it is unlikely to provide for a ‘first-best’ pricing scheme that equals
these marginal costs. There is a need for optimal charging schemes that allow regulators to set differentiated
taxes for all users on all network links, as well as the fact that both the regulator and the users are adequately
informed about traffic conditions and tolls. Furthermore, measures will most likely generate resistance from
the actors involved and will also reduce feasibility (Tillema, 2007, pp. 26–27). If it is unfeasible to remove
a market failure, a second market distortion can be introduced to partially counteract the shortcomings of
the first, leading to a more efficient outcome (Rouwendal & Verhoef, 2006). These are referred to as
‘second-best’ pricing measures.
2.1.5 Differentiation in pricing schemes
Road pricing is a hypernym for different transport policy measures involving any form of taxing road usage.
Palma and Lindsey (2011) distinguish several categories of road pricing schemes which have been widely
applied by policymakers (see also fig. 3). The most conventional method is to charge the use of a road
section by collecting tolls at the entrance of a road facility. An application of such facility-based charging
in an urban context is, however rarely used. Levying tolls on a single road section is likely to divert traffic
over alternate, free roads, and is therefore only used for charging on linear structures such as highways,
bridges or tunnels (University of Leeds, 2016). In order to overcome this problem of diversion, cordon
charging (toll rings) can be introduced. This scheme consists of multiple entry points for a given area at
which tolls are levied and can encompass multiple concentric rings which have their own tariffs. Third, a
variant of cordon charging is area charging, in which vehicle journeys are controlled within a cordon.
Drivers are tolled for using a vehicle within a particular area. A well-known example of an area-based
charging scheme is the Congestion Charge Zone in London. It comprises a 21 square kilometres zone
covering the city centre, at which a daily charge of £11.50 is levied between 7:00 and 18:00. Several vehicle
types are exempt, while inhabitants receive a 90% discount (Palma & Lindsey, 2011).

Facility-based charging

Cordon charging

Area Charging

Figure 3. Types of charging methods (University of Leeds, 2016).

The latter two methods do however introduce boundary problems such as; parking nuisance just outside the
charging area, people living outside the cordon have to pay to travel into the city centre but not vice versa
and the fact that long and short journeys are charged equally (University of Leeds, 2016). These
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discontinuities can be conquered by introducing pricing differentiation based on, e.g. distance travelled,
time spent travelling or time spent in delay within the area.
Tariffs
Differentiation between taxed subjects
− Time
− Place
− Vehicle type
− Exemptions

Usage of revenues
Lowering other taxes
Construction and maintenance of road
infrastructure

Supplementary policies
Influencing automobile driver
perceptions
Improve the effects of pricing

Financing other transport policies
Coverage of taxation area
− Single lanes
− Individual toll roads
− Local
− Regional
− National
− International
Table 1. Pricing policy parameters, according to Verhoef et al. (2004).

From a theoretical stance, the range of possible variations in pricing schemes is quite comprehensive.
Verhoef et al. (2004) distinguish several parameters which policymakers can use to design pricing policy
options: the way the tariffs are determined, how the financial revenues are used and supplementary policies
that assist the effectiveness of the pricing measure. These parameters offer an extensive framework for the
design of road pricing policy options (refer to Table 1).

2.1.6 Implementation barriers to pricing
The literature on implementation barriers to road pricing mainly focuses on acceptability among road users
and the public in general. Within the public discourse of road pricing various claims are made – depending
on the nature of the measure – which opposes to its introduction: 1) Roads are a publicly provided good,
which should be free of charge; 2) Pricing will not lessen congestion, as drivers are not elastic to road
charges; 3) Continuous kilometre pricing will face privacy issues as road users should be tracked; 4) Pricing
will have a negative impact on the attractiveness of city centres. The existence of these public prejudices is
the reason that various attempts of implementing road pricing schemes have failed in the past.
`A study on the conditions under which road pricing has the potential to be both economically
attractive and politically feasible resulted in two recommendations (Anas & Lindsey, 2011). First,
implementation on a full scale is most likely when external costs internalised in the price, increase as a
fraction of income. Second, a well-functioning PT system is an essential complementary condition or policy
subject, as it enables road users to avoid tolls by switching from driving.
The study of Tillema et al. (2013) compared two schemes of congestion management, namely road
pricing and rewarding peak avoidance with the impact they have on commuter behaviour. They concluded
that rewarding people to travel outside peak hours appeared to be more effective than charging, which was
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in line with earlier evidence from behavioural psychology. As people feel that charging is only increasing
the total costs of travel, it is perceived as an unpopular measure. However, also rewarding car drivers may
lead to resistance among people who already show desired behaviour, e.g. the ones making use of PT.
2.1.7 Theoretical framework
Considering the literature discussed in the previous sections, several theoretical concepts can be employed
to structure the conception of road pricing in this research. In general, there are three objectives for local
governments to intervene in the transportation market through a road pricing policy: market failure, equity
considerations and generating revenue (Annema, 2013; Niskanen & Nash, 2008). The central causal
relationship exists between road pricing policies and transport resistance. Considering the pricing policy
parameters distinguished by Verhoef et al. (2004), road pricing policies affect the resistance to travel
between locations of human activity, which is expressed in travel time, monetary costs and effort (Annema,
2013). The introduction of such a taxation strategy can divert traffic over time and space, make the
(external) costs of road travel apparent to the user and increase the effort to travel by car. Furthermore, it
can be connected to the broader goal of promoting a modal shift to, e.g. PT. Obviously, this also affects
general accessibility, as defined by (Geurs & van Wee, 2004). This framework is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Theoretical framework.on road pricing.

2.2

Policy learning

2.2.1 Policy knowledge and public attitudes
As discussed in the previous paragraph, road pricing is perceived to be a useful measure for diminishing
negative transport externalities. However, only a handful of cities managed to implement a road pricing
scheme successfully. Considering the failed attempts in, for instance, Edinburgh, one can conclude that
implementation critically depends on public attitude towards such measures. One of the main determinants
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to oppose is the limited understanding of road pricing schemes (Gaunt et al., 2007). Due to the fragmented
public opinion regarding the initial TCA proposal, I will study this social component more thoroughly.
First, a distinction can be made between acceptance and acceptability to describe the extent to which the
public agrees with road pricing. Acceptance shapes the attitudes and behaviour of the target group after a
measure is introduced, while the concept of acceptability describes the prospective judgement of future
measures (Schade & Schlag, 2003). The measures differ in the moment of evaluation but can also vary in
their definition of the public. For road pricing, this means that ‘public’ can, for instance, be represented by
motorists directly affected by a measure or citizens in general.
Börjesson et al. (2012) investigated the cause of public acceptance increase after an urban road
charging scheme was introduced in Stockholm. They distinguished between objective effects and effects
relating to the individual’s attitude towards the scheme. Objective effects encompass the effectiveness of
the scheme – benefits turned out to be larger than anticipated – and the experience that the scheme’s
disadvantages proved to be not as immoral as expected. Individual effects describe that familiarity with the
scheme makes it less worthwhile to oppose to it. Familiarity with the concept of road infrastructure being
a scarce good that can be priced – like, e.g. parking spaces – reluctance tends to decrease. The objective
effects subsequently cause effects for the individual, such as changing travel times and costs. These effects
also depend on an individual’s travel behaviour. Likewise, objective effects affect the functioning at the
system level, such as changes in congestion and pollution rates. Both effects are shaping the attitude towards
the charging scheme. Obviously, attitudes are not the same for all individuals as they are determined by
individual characteristics and preferences (e.g. political stance, environmental concerns).
Dieplinger and Fürst (2014) compared five cities, which recently introduced a road pricing scheme.
They found that acceptance in Vienna was significantly higher than in the other cities due to three reasons.
First, Vienna distinguished from the other cases by investing the collected revenues directly into PT and
traffic infrastructure. The authors explained that the acceptance increase was due to the experience of direct
effects, and therefore personal benefits can be expected by the target population. Moreover, Vienna used a
distance-based toll, while the other cities opted for a fixed charge for entering the toll area. Third, the
necessity and the usefulness of the scheme were well communicated, resulting in most of the car-driving
population to be convinced by the reasonable road pricing system.
Also, Li and Zhao (2017) demonstrated that policy knowledge plays a significant role in the
determination of public attitudes, where it can have both a positive or negative effect. They performed a
large-scale study in Shanghai on the attitudes towards an already implemented vehicle license plate auction
policy in which they tested three types of knowledge, reflecting the cognitive processes of individuals
becoming familiar with a policy. People first receive information about a policy (received knowledge), then
understand how this influences their life based on experiences (subjective knowledge) and finally develop
an understanding of the policy intention and effect (reasoned knowledge). Their study shows that reasoned
knowledge positively influences attitudes, while subjective knowledge influences it negatively. Received
knowledge only has a minor influence on the attitude.
In summary, the results of multiple studies have indicated that a strong and positive relationship
exists between policy knowledge and acceptability. In the context of Turin, where the public acceptability
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of TCA is low, the creation of knowledge about road pricing has the potential to increase acceptability. In
this regard, games are increasingly considered as a tool for advanced stakeholder involvement and citizen
engagement in urban planning. In addition to the participation objective, games are also used to instigate
learning and capacity building processes and to raise awareness for critical urban issues (Gugerell et al.,
2017). The remainder of this paragraph, I will discuss serious gaming within the framework of Planning
Support Systems (PSS), and how this concept can contribute to policy learning.
2.2.2 Planning Support Systems
As I discussed in the previous paragraph, the main implications for implementing urban road charging
schemes are due to conflicting interests and insufficient knowledge of the actors involved. In general, the
paradigm of such stakeholder diversities, which are influencing the feasibility of plans in various spatial
sectors is challenging. Therefore, different forms of collaborative planning (e.g. consensus building and
strategy formulation) are increasingly used by planners to deal with social and political fragmentation,
shared power and conflicting values (Innes & Booher, 1999). Smooth communication is required to transfer
knowledge and information in participation processes to start aligning stakeholder interests. As this
prerequisite is hard to establish, over the past two decades, researchers have attempted to integrate planning
information and knowledge using PSS (Pelzer & Geertman, 2014).
An enquiry of definitions of PSS learns that the concept is rather comprehensive. Te Brömmelstroet
(2010) defines PSS as the infrastructures which systematically introduce relevant (spatial) information to a
specific process of related planning actions. Likewise, Pelzer and Geertman (2014, p. 527) argue that a PSS
is an ‘integrated set of tools aiming to support different tasks in the planning process’. The objective to
make use of PSS to support planning processes is twofold. First, planning processes are sought to be
improved by making them more structured and interactive. Also, the outcomes of these processes (e.g.,
strategies, plans and projects) are enhanced by providing relevant knowledge and facilitating a designanalysis loop. The latter has the potential to improve the relationship between knowledge and planning
actions (Te Brömmelstroet, 2013). Although the definitions put emphasis on the use of PSS as strategic
support mechanisms, I will address the use of PSS in the post-strategy formulation phase. Specifically,
when the new planning intervention is communicated to its potential end-users.
2.2.3 Serious games and learning
In the context of road pricing literature, the term ‘game’ is often used when referring to game-theoretic and
agent-based modelling approaches. Such experiments generally aim to solve traffic efficiency problems in
an isolated digital environment by testing the effects of pricing on rational travel behaviour, refer for
instance to the work of Tavares and Bazzan (2012). Although the game simulation in this research requires
an accessibility model which is theoretically valid and can represent a real-word situation, its primary goal
is to support human learning about policy.
Many authors attempted to capture the vast diversity of gaming in conceptual frameworks of game
types (e.g.). Poplin (2012) provides a general definition of serious gaming as a methodology aiming to
support learning processes in a fun and playful way. Likewise, Cumming et al. (2013) argue that games are
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valuable due to their capability to imitate and represent complex real-world issues while allowing players
to explore and engage with these in an experiential way. More specifically, Mayer (2009) argues that ‘games
consist of experimental, rule-based and interactive environments, where players learn by taking actions and
experiencing their effects through feedback mechanisms that are purposely built into the game.’
Within the framework of PSS, gaming can be used as an approach serving the purposes of learning,
intervention and research (Mayer et al., 2004). For the purpose of learning, games are experiential
environments in which players learn about a (new) system. Generally, this game type involves a
simplification of a real-world system, which allows participants to safely experiment with new decisions or
institutional designs and reflect on the outcomes. Games used for the purpose of strategic policy support
are typically ‘open’ games, in which ‘participants are, or represent, the real stakeholders and face actual
problems, and that the outcome or message of the game is not predefined but discovered during social
interactions’ (p. 314). Finally, in terms of research, the investigator seeks to learn about the interaction
between players and the game model.
The rationale for using games for policy support can be justified based on the assumption that
individual and social learning emerges in the game, which can be transferred to a real-world situation. This
transfer is not immediate, which allows for experimentation and creativity through the low external risks
and safety of the gaming environment (Mayer, 2009). Social learning can be defined as ‘a change in
understanding that understanding that goes beyond the individual to become situated within wider social
units or communities of practice through social interactions between actors within social networks’ (Reed
et al., 2010, p. 6). The latter is particularly interesting as the introduction of TCA will particularly affect a
broader social community in Turin.
With regard to social learning, the influential work of Nonaka (1994) conceptualises the creation
of knowledge in the context of an organisational change, such as the introduction of a road pricing policy.
He distinguishes between explicit and tacit knowledge to describe these processes. Explicit types of
knowledge are transmitted through formal and systemic language, such as quantitative data or specific facts.
On the other hand, the concept of tacit knowledge is harder to grasp due to its subjective nature. This makes
direct communication more challenging as this type of knowledge is ‘deeply rooted in action, commitment
and involvement in a specific context’ (p. 16). The connection and interaction between both forms of
knowledge initiate learning and create new knowledge. The work of Nonaka can be used in relation to PSS
to structure the social processes of knowledge creation (refer to Figure 5). A distinction is made between
socialisation, externalisation, internalisation and combination of knowledge, which form the intersections
between explicit and tacit knowledge.
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Figure 5. Modes of knowledge creation in the context of organisational change (Nonaka, 1994, p. 19).

Socialisation refers to the creation of tacit knowledge through socially shared experiences. Without shared
experiences, it is difficult for individuals to share thinking processes. On the other hand, the combination
of knowledge emerges through processes where different bodies of explicit knowledge held by the
individual are shared. Lastly, two conversion modes capture the idea that ‘tacit and explicit knowledge are
complementary and can expand over time through a process of mutual interaction’ (Nonaka, 1994, p. 19).
The conversion of explicit into tacit knowledge is referred to as internalisation, while reversely the
relationship is defined as the externalisation of knowledge.
2.2.4 Applications for policy learning
There is a wide range of studies available in which spatial planning policies and strategies are negotiated
or educated through serious gaming methodology. Poplin (2012) investigated how an (online) game could
encourage public participant for a spatial planning issue. Their developed game was about the real-world
question for a relocation strategy of a university campus in Hamburg, Germany. Their aim was to support
this learning process in a new and playful way. They conclude that effective SGs should be easy to
understand, provide feedback to encourage focus and inform about achieved performances, and the
structure of the game should conform to the initially planned learning objectives and outcomes. Their game
received critique from participants regarding the low level of complexity but was complimented for the
playfulness it evoked.
Experimental games that are more related to the topic of mobility and road pricing policies have
been covered by a few authors. Merlone and Romano (2016) tested Braess’s paradox in an experimental
setting. The paradox is a simple social dilemma in which the addition of new routes to a road network leads
to increased travel time for all users. The aim of simulating this dilemma in a game setting was to let
participants experience situations in which individual rationality (shortest travel time) leads to collective
disaster (congestion). The authors conclude that participating in the game setting enhanced player’s
understanding of social dilemmas, the limitations of communications and developed insights regarding
personal misconceptions in strategic reasoning for the optimal social outcome.
Closely related to the subject of this study, Gugerell et al. (2017) used the SG Mobility Safari to
activate social and specific learning processes – comparable to the socialisation and combination of
knowledge modes of Nonaka (1994) – and to motivate citizens for ‘playful public participation’. The
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transition towards sustainable mobility system in Vienna was used as a case study. The game evoked a
broad range of learning activities and social learning. The use of undeveloped rule-sets and game situations
triggered discussions among participants about the link with reality. The authors conclude that learning
processes are stimulated throughout the gameplay, but that active participation requires a lot of the
participant’s effort and could thus be noticed less often.
2.2.5 Theoretical framework
Several theoretical constructs can be employed to structure the conception of learning about road pricing
through serious gaming. Figure 6 illustrates the framework which is built on the concepts which are directly
relevant to answering the central research question.

Figure 6. Theoretical framework on policy learning.

A balance is sought between simplification (Cumming et al., 2013) and reflection (Mayer et al., 2004) of
real-world systems to model a policy intervention into a game model. In turn, the game model is perceived
to instigate learning – or creating knowledge – about this policy intervention. Explicit knowledge relates to
factual knowledge which teaches the individual about policy through the combination of various knowledge
sources. Tacit knowledge is created throughout the shared experiences of individuals and is therefore related
to the socialised learning experience of players during the game (Nonaka, 1994). Improved knowledge
directly influences the attitude towards the proposed measure and can potentially change it (Börjesson et
al., 2012; Li & Zhao, 2017).

2.3

Analytical outline

The theoretical frameworks presented in paragraph 2.1.7 and 2.2.5 underpin the analytical framework (refer
to Figure 7), which is essential for answering the central research question. The research question is
decomposed into the constructs of policy rationality, serious gaming and learning. The rationality to
introduce an urban road pricing measure consists of market failure, equity, and revenue generation. These
rationalities form the basis for the municipal administration in Turin to introduce TCA, and in the past
motivated the introduction of ZTL. Both policy scenarios are used in SG simulation to show their effect on
mobility patterns. Here, the theoretical assumption from Figure 4 is used to model accessibility as a product
of activity location distribution and transport resistance. As ZTL and TCA scenarios influence GTC and
external costs, the calibration of these scenarios considers the question of how the municipal objective –
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which is represented by the operationalisation of the social optimum (refer to paragraph 2.1.4) – can be
achieved. In other words: what is the desired traffic redistribution to diminish the costs of travelling.

Figure 7. Analytical framework.

In conclusion, the experience with the scenarios in the game, complemented with a discussion on the
transport costs seek to instigate a learning experience among participants. Due to the theoretical assumption
of knowledge influencing attitude, the latter is tested twice to recognise a change instigated by the game
simulation. As the game was accompanied by a group discussion and lecture, the analysis distinguishes on
the learning effects instigated by these different analyses (refer to paragraph 3.2). The dependent variable
of attitudinal change is sought to be explained by the knowledge gained through the FG and the SG.
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3 Methodology
This chapter elaborates on the design of the research and the methodologies used. The research incorporates
multiple methods which were used in an FG. First, the strategy underlying the method selection will be
discussed, followed by a detailed explanation of how these methods were applied in the research process.
The chapter is concluded by an extensive description of the SG design.

3.1
3.1.1

Strategy
Research philosophy

The philosophy of empirical research is concerned with the hidden assumptions underpinning the pursued
strategy of methods-use to answer a research question (Farthing, 2016, p. 23). Therefore, it is vital to
comprehend the research problem at hand in order to select methods to find its solution. In this line of
argumentation, I quote Flyvbjerg (2006, pp. 26–27): ‘good social science is problem-driven and not
methodology-driven, in the sense that it employs those methods which for a given problem best help to
answer the research questions at hand’. Therefore, this paragraph will elaborate on the ontological,
epistemological and methodological assumptions made in relation to the central research question.
Ontology is concerned with the nature of social entities; ‘what things are’. The central question is
whether social units should be studied from an objectivist perspective, meaning that entities have a reality
external to social contexts, or they should be analysed from a constructivist point of view as ‘social
constructions built up from the perceptions and actions of social actors’ (Bryman, 2012, pp. 32–33). The
SG and the discussion in this research are used as experiments to analyse the learning of participants in
relation to a policy transformation. This makes the participant the central unit of analysis, leading to the
choice for a constructivist approach.
Epistemology builds upon ontology by providing the ‘way of knowing’ what things are. It tends to
describe the possible approaches one can use to create an understanding of the social world. As put by
Bryman, (2012, pp. 27–28), the question is whether ‘the social world can and should be studied according
to the same principles, procedures, and ethos as the natural sciences.’ The latter is referred to as a positivist
approach to research. Contrarily, interpretivism studies the social world through understanding individual’s
meanings as they act and interact with others (Inglis & Thorpe, 2012, p. 8). Learning about a new policy is
sought to be instigated through interaction between players in the discussion and the game. By doing so,
they are enabled to attach meaning to the subject, which can be argued in favour of an interpretivist
approach.
Finally, methodology relates to the ‘theory and analysis of how research should proceed’ (Farthing,
2016, p. 25). A distinction can be made between inductive and deductive approaches to research. In general,
constructivist approaches ‘generate or inductively develop a theory or pattern of meanings’ (Creswell,
2009). In this investigation, participants give meaning to the discourse of the new TCA policy through an
SG and a group discussion. It is vital to analyse the patterns of these meanings to answer ‘how’ gaming can
instigate learning. Constructivist research mainly relies on qualitative data collection methods, where
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quantitative data can be used to strengthen the description of phenomena (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006). The
quantitative results generated by using standardised questionnaires were used to test the learning capacity
of the SG and the group discussion. The discussion elaborated on these results in a qualitative sense through
the analysis of speech transcripts, while the game was analysed through the quantitative analysis of in-situ
game data and transcriptions of game debriefs.
In summary, this investigation took an interpretivist-constructivist perspective on the selection of
methods to answer the main research question. Here, the gained knowledge is socially constructed and aims
to provide an understanding of how participants give meaning to new views on reality – the policy
conversion from ZTL to TCA – using serious gaming methods.
3.1.2 Mixed-methods strategies
The employment of the SG to instigate learning about a policy conversion is context-dependent. As
discussed in paragraph 2.2.4, comparable studies have been conducted elsewhere. However, as the
specifications of TCA and, e.g. the spatial, cultural, economic, political contexts of Turin are not universal,
the game design should at least contemplate these unique features. To this extent, the study can be defined
as a case study, as ‘the researcher tries to gain a profound and full insight into one or several objects or
processes that are confined in time and space’ (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2010, p. 168). Nevertheless, it
is evident to take the generalisability of the results into account when answering the main research question,
given the academic relevance of the study in relation to serious gaming methodology,
The use of a newly designed game is experimental in nature, which is in favour of a flexible
research strategy. The quantitative results from questionnaires are used to investigate if an attitudinal
change was established towards TCA introduction. Subsequently, results from the game and the group
discussion are used to explain how this change could be instigated. Hence it is chosen to use a sequential
mixed methods strategy, which is both exploratory and explanatory in nature. Sequential explanatory
strategies are conceptualised as ‘the collection and analysis of quantitative data in a first phase followed by
the collection and analysis of qualitative data in a second phase that builds on the results of the initial
quantitative results’ (Creswell, 2009, p. 195). However, as the game analysis also builds on descriptive
quantitative data to distinguish from learning experiences instigated by the group discussion, it also works
vice versa: ‘the sequential exploratory strategy involves a first phase of qualitative data collection and
analysis, followed by a second phase of quantitative data collection and analysis that builds on the results
of the first qualitative phase’ (Creswell, 2009, p. 195). Yet, it can be argued that the exploration of a new
phenomenon (TCA introduction) by employing a new model (SG) asks for a comparative analysis of
mutually dependent methods.
3.1.3 Validity and reliability
To guarantee the quality of the research, one should consider its validity and reliability. Validity relates to
the extent to which the methodological procedures used throughout the research process allow for the
generation of the data needed to provide an answer to the research questions (Farthing, 2016, p. 126). The
internal validity of this research is concerned with the comparability of FG sessions and the structured
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process of data generation in the questionnaires, game simulation and group discussions. The latter is
safeguarded by using identical process structures in both FG sessions (refer to Figure 8). Moreover, the
interpretation of the results has been executed knowing that group size, composition and scenario simulation
differed. The external validity is limited because of the virtual character of the experiment, which limits the
possibilities to draw conclusions upon the feasibility of implementing a certain road pricing measure. This
would require, e.g. a real-life experiment as was conducted by Brands et al. (2019).
Finally, reliability can be defined as the extent to which data source biases are minimised through
adopting a consistent approach (Farthing, 2016, p. 127). This issue is aimed to be tackled using standardised
questionnaires, which are supplemented with remarks from group discussions and a structured analysis of
in-situ game data. Moreover, a game design which is easy to understand and structurally organised will
contribute to a smooth participatory process. For this reason, it is essential to take the principle of
generalisability into account when designing the game in order to achieve this objective.

3.1.4 Ethical considerations
The data for this research was generated through organising small-sized FGs. As the content of the sessions
was based on personal preferences, experiences and beliefs, it was attempted to create an informal
atmosphere where participants would feel comfortable sharing. In terms of data privacy, participants were
asked at the beginning of the ex-ante questionnaire if they were to comply with the processing of data
collected through questionnaires, audio recordings of the discussion and photographs. The latter was treated
in accordance with EU regulations on General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

3.2

Research design

3.2.1 Overview
This research takes on a mixed-methods approach to the research problem. The central method is the SG,
as the research problem aims to assess this method as a proposed learning mechanism. However, it is part
of a series of methods used in an FG setting. Two FG sessions were organised in which 13 and 5 people
participated respectively. At the start of each session, participants were asked to fill-out an ex-ante
questionnaire to test attitudes towards transport externalities and policies and the TCA proposal.
Participants introduced themselves by occupancy, place of residence and travel patterns in order to improve
the group cohesion and to gain insight in socio-demographic characteristics. Through an introductory
lecture, participants were made familiar with transport impacts in Turin and Italy, general policies to reduce
these impacts, and a discussion about the practical details of ZTL and TCA.
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Figure 8. Overview of data collection and analytical methods.

The lecture gave the participants input to combine existing with newly gained knowledge to share opinions
about the characteristics, experiences and possible effects of ZTL and TCA during a group discussion. After
this, the SG was simulated. It consisted of an explanation of the game rules and objectives, playing the two
scenarios and reflecting upon the gameplay, structure and results in a debrief. To test if the FG had activated
an attitudinal change – implying a knowledge gain – participants were once again asked to fill out a
questionnaire (ex-post). In conclusion, in-situ game data and both questionnaires were analysed with
descriptive statistics, while the transcripts of the group discussion and the debrief were subjected to
qualitative analyses.
3.2.2 Focus groups and discussions
In most research inquiries, the intention is to minimise the interaction between the interviewer and
respondent through strict procedures. However, in FG research, this interaction – and particularly the
interaction between respondents –, is used to enable the collection of data which has the ability to explain
the dynamics of an urban transport issue in richer terms (Richardson, Ampt, & Meyburg, 1995).
The FG is used in this research as an overarching method incorporating serious gaming, group
discussion and questionnaires. Hence, several design choices were made to align these methods as they
were used under similar conditions. Fern (2001) composed a conceptual framework for FG research. At the
centre of his idea is the group process, which affects the outcome. Other factors of influence are group
composition, the research setting, the moderator, cohesion and other process factors. Here, I will discuss
the factors which are directly controllable by the researcher and which were accounted for in the preparation
of the FGs. These are marked green in the conceptual framework shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. A conceptual framework for FG research. Adapted from Fern (2001, p. 12).

The basic idea of group discussions is that a small number of respondents, which are recruited according to
a predefined set of criteria, conversate about experiences, attitudes and beliefs about a specific matter under
the guidance of a trained facilitator (Richardson et al., 1995). In order to initiate a discussion in which
multiple perspectives towards the policy conversion were represented, it was aimed to recruit a diverse
group of participants. Table 2 provides an overview of the threshold characteristics of participants and how
diversification was assured. In Appendix C1 and C2, the main demographic characteristics and travel
customs of the participants included in the research sample are presented.
Table 2. Participant recruitment factors.
Threshold characteristics
−

−

Diversification
−
−
−
−
−
−

The participant resides in the
province of Città
Metropolitana di Torino;
preferably in the city of Turin.
The participant is travelling
occasionally or regularly to
the ZTL.

Age
Gender
Main transport mode
Place of residence
Profession
First opinion about TCA

Academics are divided concerning the optimal size of an FG. According to Fern (2001), the group size is
flexible and can range from 1 to 30 or more participants depending on the research purpose. In FG1
participated 13 participants, while 5 participants were present in FG2. For the substantive development of
the 6-player game1, it was interesting to compare simultaneous (FG1) and subsequent simulation (FG2) of
two scenarios. In terms of the discussion, different group dynamics could be compared.
As group size increases the role of the moderator becomes more critical (Fern, 2001). As
participants have less time to speak, time should be managed more strictly. The frequency of speech was
analysed to place the line of the discussion in the perspective of group dynamics and possible participant
domination. The discussion was guided by Dr V. Rappazzo, a post-doctoral researcher in transport planning
at the Polytechnic University of Turin. She used a flexible approach to not interfere in the flow of the
1

The game is designed to be played with a maximum of six players. However, it was hypothesised after FG1, that
more players participating in the game could improve the social learning experience. Therefore, in FG2 a moderator
took part in the game to test this assumption.
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discussion, so participants were unconstrained in their utterances. However, she tried to recognise important
points and encouraged all participants to elaborate upon them. Occasionally, she synthesised statements
regarding a topic to improve the general understanding among group members. Lastly, concerning the
research setting, the FG sessions were held on May 29 and July 4, 2019, in Saletta C, a conference room in
the main building of the Polytechnic University in Turin. Here, participants were placed in a round table
format, which allowed for a face-to-face discussion. As indicated by Fern, (2001), the research setting is
less easily controlled and might have unintended effects on FGs. It can be acknowledged that the setting
for game simulation in FG1 was suboptimal, as the simultaneous simulation of scenarios created a chaotic
atmosphere. This effect was to a lesser extent present when playing with five participants in FG2.
3.2.3 Questionnaire
During the FGs, ex-ante and ex-post questionnaires were conducted amongst the participants (refer to
Appendix B). Both addressed separate subjects and subjects tested before and after the FG. The ex-ante
questionnaire focused on the general judgement of transport in Turin and participant’s prior knowledge of
TCA, and ZTL as current system for referencing. The ex-post questionnaire was directed at testing the
attitude towards the objectives to introduce TCA. Both questionnaires compared the general perception of
transport impacts and the willingness to pay for a reduction of these impacts to describe the possible
attitudinal change. Finally, the evaluation section of the ex-post questionnaire concerning the SG is
addressed. The results generated through the questionnaires are discussed in paragraph 4.2.

Figure 10. Overview of ex-ante and ex-post questionnaire topics.

3.2.4 Serious games
The application of the SG methodology used in this research can be considered a social lab experiment, in
which the small-scale (inter)actions of human subjects are under study. They differ from field experiments
which exploit randomisation in real-world environments, often on a larger scale (Levitt & List, 2007).
Controlled variation is the main argument for conducting a lab experiment over a field experiment: a lab
setting offers the possibility to control decision environments which are hard to replicate in the real world.
The experimenter knows and controls payoffs, determines the action order of different actors and
information made available when choices are made (Falk & Heckman, 2011). Therefore, games can be
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useful as well for experimentation with a real-world policy transformation, as the effectiveness and
efficiency of the intervention are not subject to complex institutional processes (Heres, Kallbekken, &
Galarraga, 2017). Contrarily, field experiments are often subject to various external influences. Therefore,
the often-made claim that lab experiments lack realism is misguided, as they enable to isolate causal effects
(Falk & Heckman, 2011). Moreover, interpreting laboratory findings from a theoretical perspective helps
researchers to understand patterns in results and facilitates extrapolation to other contexts (Levitt & List,
2007). A large body of literature is concerned with models, frameworks and methodologies for the analysis
of SGs, e.g. (Loh et al., 2007; Wouters et al., 2011). SGs are used to reach different objectives and therefore
differ in their types of analysis. Considering the objectives of this research, the game is evaluated on its
potential as a learning tool. This potential is assessed based on a game debrief and in-situ game data.
3.2.4.1 Game debriefs
The act of debriefing is performed after the game simulation to show players the effects of their gameplay
and to reflect with them on how they experienced the game. Crookall (2010, p. 907) points out the
importance of debriefing after playing an SG as being ‘the reflection on and the sharing of the game
experience to turn it into learning’. Gugerell et al. (2017) noticed that a game debrief should sufficiently be
addressed in its design, as it is essential to convert the gaming experience into a more in-depth learning
experience. By addressing and discussing practices, tensions, alternative formats and the changeability of
its design, the game can be connected to real-world issues. Therefore, it is essential to reserve enough time
for the debrief, as learning outcomes and experiences are likely to be lost. The debrief is addressed in this
research design in the form of a discussion on the output indicators of the game (refer to par. 3.3.4). These
output indicators represent – next to GTC – the external costs which are sought to be minimised according
to the municipality’s policy objectives. In doing so, they reflect the rationality of TCA introduction.
3.2.4.2 In-situ game data
In-situ game data were derived from the player’s in-game actions and hence their decision-making. The
quantitative data points that are generated through tracking these ‘information trails’ enable to analyse
player behaviour during the game through statistics. A thorough analysis of these actions allows for
investigating player’s beliefs, decision, learning behaviours, thought processes and problem-solving
strategies (Loh et al., 2007). The first step was to determine where the learning in the game takes place.
There are several available studies presenting frameworks to assess the learning or educational value of
SGs. Two models explicitly link game-mechanics with learning objectives, being the Learning MechanicsGame Mechanics (LM-GM) model and the Activity Theory-based Model of Serious Games (ATMSG).
This linkage helps to structure the analysis of an experimental game. The LM-GM model maps out the
game flow to allow for reflection on the pedagogical and game elements of the SG. It can be used to assess
the effectiveness of a game and to understand how to implement it in educational settings (Arnab et al.,
2015). The ATMSG-model supports a systematic and detailed representation of an SG. It depicts how game
elements are connected in the game and how they contribute to achieving learning goals (Carvalho et al.,
2015). In the context of this research, the main advantage of ATMSG is its detailed and comprehensive
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analysis of the gaming situation. The game is considered part of a complex system that includes human
actors: player/learner, instructor and game designer. Given the experimental character of the game, ATMSG
is selected as a tool to structure the analysis. The analysis follows a four-step approach of 1) identification
and description of activities in the activity network; 2) representation of the game sequence; 3) identification
of actions, tools and objectives using a provided taxonomy; and finally, 4) description of its
implementations. The elaboration of this approach in relation to this study is included in Appendix D, which
in turn structured the analysis presented in paragraph 4.4.

3.3

Traffixed: outline of the game

3.3.1 Context of the game
The setting of the game is a virtual urban network which represents the city of Turin. It consists of origins,
destinations, a road network, a PT network and a central Traffic Restriction Zone (TRZ). Road and PT links
connect the different origins and potential destinations within the network. The central area of the network
is marked as the TRZ. In this area, a traffic control regime is active, which depends upon the scenario
played. The traffic control regime can be set to simulate either the current ZTL policy or the proposed TCA
policy. The game design is the result of a further operationalisation of the theoretical framework. It is based
on – repeat – the concept of accessibility by Geurs and Van Wee (2004):
“The extent to which transport and land-use systems are enabling individuals to reach destinations by (a
combination of) different transport modes”.
In the game, players play the role of individuals who have different travel needs. The travel needs are
represented by personal travel diaries. The diaries assign destinations to the players that need to be reached
to fulfil their travel needs. Destinations are distributed over the urban space of the game board to represent
the different land-uses within the city. Next, to spatial differentiation, destinations are labelled with different
levels of attractiveness. As the travel diaries have overlaps, players will have similar interests, which
potentially leads to congestion. Destinations can be reached by different transport modes: car, PT and
bicycle. The transport mode pay-offs differ from the configuration of the transport system and mobility
policies.
3.3.2 The course of the game
In the initialisation of the game, players get assigned the role of a citizen. The citizens have different travel
needs which they can fulfil by travelling through the network. The travel needs are represented by
destinations on the game board (e.g. school, hospital, museum). During the game, players attempt to fulfil
their travel needs by travelling to destinations from their homes (origins). Destinations are assigned to the
players using travel diaries, which are distributed before the game starts. Here, two compulsory and ten
facultative destinations are listed. Reaching a destination will pay a player a certain amount of money
depending on the destination that is reached. After taking notice of the destinations that should be reached
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during the game, players choose a mode of transportation. A choice can be made between the car, PT and
the bicycle. Each mode has a different pay-off of which the players are informed about in the plenary
explanation. The in-game objective for players is to earn the most money. In order to do so, players should
reach destinations. However, during the game, players face certain restrictions which might impose
monetary costs or constrained movement over the board (see scenario explanation). In the end, the player
who has the highest monetary budget, in the end, wins the game. Other rules which apply during the game:
−

When a destination is reached, the player’s turn ends.

−

Players travel cannot travel to an intersection or destination which is already occupied by another
player. PT stops are an exception to this rule.

−

The value of unreached compulsory destinations is subtracted from the budget at the end of the
game.

3.3.3

Gameplay components

3.3.3.1 Gameboard
The gameboard design is configurated as a hexagonal grid to provide equal opportunities for the maximum
number of six players. There are 96 intersections to which players can move their pawns. Each player starts
its journey from their respective home locations. From here, destinations which are allocated to them via
the travel diary cards need to be reached during the game. Destinations are divided into primary and
secondary destinations. On the travel diary cards, two primary destinations are written. During the game,
players are obliged to reach the primary destinations. Not reaching a primary destination is penalised by
subtracting the monetary value of the unreached destination from the final budget at the end of the game.
Secondary destinations are to be reached voluntarily.
3.3.3.2 Policy scenarios
In the FG sessions, two different scenarios are played. The scenarios differ from the traffic control regime
that is active in the TRZ. Each scenario aims to exemplify a weekday in which a control measure is active.
One game scenario consists of eight rounds, which represent the hours of the day. The scenarios are as
follows:
1. Zona Traffico Limitato (ZTL) – This scenario represents the current traffic restriction policy active
within the centre of Torino. In the game, players consigned with the role of car driver are not allowed
to enter the TRZ during operation hours.
2. Torino Centro Aperto (TCA) – This scenario represents the new area-based charging scheme proposed
by the municipal administration. In the game, players need to pay when they wish to enter the TRZ
during operation hours.
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Table 3 shows when the different regimes are active with respect to the rounds of the game, as they simulate
the real-world time slots during the day (refer to paragraph 4.1).
Traffic control regime
ZTL
TCA

Round
1
X
X

2
X
X

3
X
X

4

5

6

X

X

X

7

8

Table 3. Operational rounds of the scenarios active in the TRZ.

3.3.3.3 Travel diaries, origins and destinations
Travel needs are modelled as destinations on the game board, which are monetised by appointing monetary
rewards to these destinations. Whenever a player reaches a destination, the monetary value attached to that
destination is added to the player’s budget. However, some destinations in the city are more important than
others and therefore have a higher attraction. For instance, an industrial zone accounts for employment and
therefore generates daily commuting traffic, while a recreational area generates less traffic on weekdays. A
distinction is made between primary and secondary destinations to model the difference. Primary
destinations are worth a reward of €3.00 and secondary destinations have a reward of €2.00.
As in reality, citizens all have different agendas; players receive so-called ‘travel diaries’ (refer to
Appendix A1). A travel diary consists of two compulsory destinations and ten facultative destinations to
which players must travel on the game board. They can be either primary or secondary in nature. Before
the game ends, players need to have minimally reached compulsory destinations. To earn more money,
players can travel to facultative destinations. The value of all unreached obligatory destinations is subtracted
from the player’s budget at the end of the game. Finally, there are nine unique travel diaries in circulation,
which vary based on the position of the compulsory destinations on the board: one is within the TRZ, the
other is outside. The origin (home) of the player and its proximity to the compulsory destinations on the
travel diary is partially based on just luck, due to the random distribution of travel diaries. However, the
differences in these distances are minimal. Moreover, players that should travel a longer distance between
two compulsory destinations have a higher probability of passing more facultative destinations and earn
money.
Table 4. Differentiation in destinations1.
Coordinate

1

Destination

Type

TRZ

Shortest distance per player origin (in segments)
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

E10

Cinema

Secondary

Yes

8

5

4

3

5

7

E2

Factory

Primary

No

4

9

12

13

9

3

D14

Factory

Primary

No

11

8

3

4

8

12

D6

Hospital

Primary

Yes

3

4

7

8

4

4

C7

Museum

Secondary

Yes

4

3

4

7

3

7

D10

Office

Primary

Yes

7

4

3

4

4

8

See appendix A2 for coordinate map.
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D2

Park

Secondary

No

3

8

13

12

8

4

E14

Park

E6

Restaurant

Secondary

No

12

9

4

3

9

11

Secondary

Yes

4

5

8

7

5

3

A3

School

Primary

No

4

3

8

11

3

9

H7

School

Primary

No

11

12

9

4

12

8

B2

Stadium

Secondary

No

3

4

9

12

4

8

G10

Stadium

Secondary

No

12

9

8

3

9

9

G2

Supermarket

Primary

No

8

9

12

9

9

3

B10

Supermarket

Primary

No

9

4

3

8

4

12

A7

Tennis

Secondary

No

8

3

4

9

3

11

H3

Tennis

Secondary

No

9

12

11

8

12

4

F7

Train station

Primary

Yes

7

8

7

4

8

4

3.3.3.4 Transport modes
The game is to be played with a maximum of six players which play the role of a car driver, PT user, or
cyclist. The pay-off for the different modes depends on the number of segments that can be travelled per
round, the monetary travel costs and the traffic restrictions to which the modes are subject. These payoffs
are depicted in Table 5.
Table 5. Transportation mode payoffs.
Transport mode

N segments per round

Car
PT
Bicycle

4
1 walk and/or 1 PT
2

Monetary travel cost
ZTL
TCA
€0.00
€5.00
€1.00
€1.00
€0.00
€0.00

Restrictions
ZTL
ZTL
Round 1-3
Round 1-6
none
none
none
none

The segments the different transport mode users can travel per round are visually illustrated in Figure 11.
The potential of car and bicycle are straightforward, as respectively 4 and 2 segments can be travelled each
round. The possibilities for PT require some further explanation. Whenever a player enters the PT system,
he or she is charged with a ticket fee. The network can be entered by walking to the border of a hexagon in
which a PT station is located. During one round a PT user can walk 1 segment, enter the system, travel 1
PT segment and optionally leave the PT system during the same round. A variation is to travel just 1
segment on the PT system or to walk 1 segment after leaving the PT system.
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Car – 4 segments per turn

PT – 1 segment walk and/or 1 segment
with PT

Bicycle – 2 segments per turn

Figure 11. Visual explanation of transport mode potential movements.

3.3.4 Performance indicators
During the game, the steps taken by the players are tracked by a game moderator. This is done by
registration of the coordinates to which players travel each round (refer to Appendix A2 for coordinate
map). The coordinate data link with an Origin-Destination (OD) matrix which consists of all intermediate
distances between coordinates on the game board. The distances covered form the input for the calculation
of the generalised and external travel costs generated during the game. This paragraph provides a detailed
overview of the different performance indicators. Generated travel costs are calculated as a value for overall
game performance and are differentiated per player. The development of external costs during the game is
an aggregated value of all the player’s contribution to the different indicators. These are measured per round
to show their development over time, which allows for discussing the impact of traffic regimes simulated
in the different scenarios on the external transport costs.
3.3.4.1 GTC – Travel time
The design choice of including different transport modes into the game has complicated the comparability
of travel time. Obviously, the time of the day is expressed by the rounds of the game to allow for
diversification of traffic regimes over time slots during the day. However, as the objective of the game is
profit maximisation – which can only be accomplished by reaching destinations – the travel time for all
players is equal to the number of rounds as they rationally will use all time available. Allowing players to
obtain insight into the relative advantage of transport modes the measure of travel time efficiency is
introduced. This measure considers the travel speeds of the different transport modes by expressing travel
time as the average number of segments travelled between destinations. The value is calculated by dividing
the travelled distance into segments by the reached destinations per player:
𝑛

𝑛̅𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑖 = 𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑖

(1)

𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑖

Where,
n
̅i

= average number of segments between two destinations for player i
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nseg,tot,i

= total number of segments travelled by player i

mdest,tot,i

= total number of destinations reached by player i

3.3.4.2 GTC – Monetary costs
Monetary costs vary per transportation mode. The concept is incorporated in the game by assigning each
player a budget. This budget represents the monetary status quo per player. Players are not constrained by
the budget, which means they can have a negative balance. The underlying assumption for this measure is
that money can be earned by reaching destinations (refer to Table 4). To reach destinations, players must
move through the urban network using their chosen mode, each at a particular cost. Therefore, the monetary
budget is calculated by the sum of an optional starting amount, destination rewards and travel costs.
€i,r = [€start,i + €dest,tot,i − €trav,tot,i ]r
Where,
€i,r

(2)

= monetary budget of player 𝑖 in round 𝑟

€start,i

= start budget of player 𝑖

€dest,tot,i

= total amount of destination rewards earned by player 𝑖 up and until round 𝑟

€trav,tot,i

= total amount of travel costs spent by player 𝑖 up and until round 𝑟
= current round

r

3.3.4.3 External costs – congestion level
A review of the literature on traffic congestion learns that there is no clear consensus about its measurement.
Lomax et al. (1997) have made a valuable contribution to the literature on congestion measures. They assess
different basic congestion measures and their applicability to different levels of analysis. Figure 12 provides
a summary of this examination.

Figure 12. Recommended congestion measures for analysis levels (Lomax et al., 1997).
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The selection of an appropriate congestion measure is subject to the limited data generated in the game and
the nature of the gameboard that represents an urban transport network. The Corridor Mobility Index is
selected due to its vehicle-independency, meaning that it is applicable to all three considered transport
modes in the game. Moreover, as it is an aggregated measure, it can be used to measure total congestion in
a basic network.
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑟 𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

(4)

The formula is transformed to be applicable to the game as follows:
𝑛
𝜅𝑟 = [(1⁄𝑁) ∙ ∑𝑖 (1 − 𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑥),𝑖)]
𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑥),𝑖

(3)
𝑟

Where,
κr
N

= congestion level in round 𝑟
= number of players

nseg,real(x),i

= number of segments travelled by player 𝑖 using mode 𝑥

nseg,acc(x),i

= acceptable number of segments to travel for player 𝑖 using mode x

In this transformation, the speed of person movement is simplified by the number of segments a player
travels per round. The normalising value represents a threshold value of acceptable travel time for a
particular mode (Lomax et al., 1997). These are set per mode by the initialisation parameters before the
game. For example, a car user travels two segments during a round, while in potential four segments could
be travelled. Because a player’s turn ends at the end of a round, a player is seldom able to travel at maximum
speed. This is corrected by introducing the concept of acceptable travel time, which can e.g. be set at 3
segments per turn for a car user. This concept reflects a better representation of the real world, as people
tend to consider possible delays before choosing a transport mode (Meyer, 1999). Finally, the index is
reversed (1 – X) to set zero congestion at 0%.
3.3.4.4 External costs – environmental pollution
Environmental pollution of players is calculated as the sum of all vehicle emissions in a particular round.
Only air pollution is considered as it is based on the simple assumption of a specific emission rate per road
segment. Obviously, other indicators such as noise pollution, landscape degradation, etc. account for
environmental pollution as well. However, to inform players about the impacts of their travel decisions on
society, the quantitative assumptions made should be transparent and easy to understand (Mayer et al.,
2005). Air pollution asks for imagination from the players and should give them a basic understanding of
how different modes and traffic volumes emit toxic particles The emission of NOx (mg), CO (mg) and CO2
(g) per mode assume that a road segment has a length of 500 meters. This implies that the diameter of the
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virtual urban network on the gameboard is 7500 meters, which is matching approximately the diameter of
Turin. These assumptions result in the following formulas:
NOx emission:
𝜖𝑁𝑂𝑥,𝑖,𝑟 = [𝜖𝑁𝑂𝑥,𝑠𝑒𝑔(𝑥) ∙ 𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑥),𝑖 ]

𝑟

(4a)

Where,
ϵNOx,i,r

= NOx emission (mg) by player 𝑖 in round 𝑟

ϵNOx,seg(x)

= NOx emission (mg) per segment using mode 𝑥

CO emission:
𝜖𝐶𝑂,𝑖,𝑟 = [𝜖𝐶𝑂,𝑠𝑒𝑔(𝑥) ∙ 𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑥),𝑖 ]
Where,
ϵCO,i,r
ϵNOx,seg(x)

(4b)

𝑟

= CO emission (mg) by player i in round r
= CO emission (mg) per segment using mode 𝑥

CO2 emission:
𝜖𝐶𝑂2 ,𝑖,𝑟 = [𝜖𝐶𝑂2 ,𝑠𝑒𝑔(𝑥) ∙ 𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑥),𝑖 ]

𝑟

(4c)

Where,
ϵCO2 ,i,r

= CO2 emission (g) by player 𝑖 in round 𝑟

ϵCO2 ,seg(x)

= CO2 emission (g) per segment using mode 𝑥

3.3.4.5 External costs – traffic accident probability
The external cost of traffic accidents is expressed by the probability of a traffic accident to occur. The
accident probability returns a percentage that expresses the probability that a virtual traffic accident would
occur on the board. It depends on the optimal gridlock situation, which would occur when the sum of
segments between N players on the board is minimal. In such a situation there is a certain probability that
a traffic accident would happen. The real situation on the board is, therefore, a fraction of the optimal
gridlock situation multiplied by the traffic accident probability rate.
𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑁

𝛼𝑟 = α𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ [∑𝑖,𝑗 (𝑛

𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖−𝑗

)]

(5)
𝑟

Where,
ar

= traffic accident probability in round 𝑟

aref

= reference traffic accident probability (e.g., 3 %)

nseg,min,N

= minimal segments possible between 𝑁 players

nseg,real,i−j

= number of segments between players i and j
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3.3.5 Game revisions
It is relevant to monitor how the game mechanics work throughout the simulations to improve the
playfulness and the learning value of the game. Therefore, six adjustments have been made to the game
design after the game simulation during FG1, of which the results are presented in paragraph 4.4.
1. Inclusion of variable travel costs for the car.
Results indicate – refer to paragraph 4.4.4 – that travel costs for PT are high in comparison to the car while
driving the car is arguably more expensive in reality. Although the variable costs for car travel are relatively
low – and therefore have a minor influence on the total cost of travel – the choice is made to include fuel
costs to improve the comparability to the other modes. Its aim is to illustrate the contribution of fuel costs
to the GTC of car users. Therefore, to avoid apparent accuracy due to the many assumptions made in the
game, fuel costs are calculated based on approximate values: a fuel price is fixed per segment, based on a
new initialisation parameter of the fuel price per litre and the average fuel consumption (litre/100km) by
cars in urban areas (refer to appendix F1). Naturally, in real life car drivers bear also other costs, such as
vehicle tax, MOT inspections and insurance premiums (ANWB, n.d.). The choice is made to evaluate
simplicity over comprehensiveness – as referred to by Aumann (1985) – in representing the real-world
context to guarantee players’ understanding and pleasure to play the game.
2. The monetisation of GTC and EC
The game takes on a transport economic perspective to explain the rationality of road pricing measures.
The first version of the game generated outcomes for each indicator, expressed in their respective units. To
make players better aware of the difference between their individually generated travel costs and the
external costs their travel behaviour causes to society, these outcomes are monetised. Attaching monetary
prices to non-monetary values is commonly done in Cost-Benefit Analyses (CBA). Based on the
assumptions made in CBA’s, the monetary values for travel time efficiency, congestion, air pollution and
traffic accidents are calculated (refer to appendix F7).
3. Performance indicator formulas
Due to the rules of the game the congestion level measure (𝜅𝑟 ) did not entirely reflect the delay of players
on the board. As players are not allowed to travel further once a destination is reached, it is likely that
congestion is caused since they are unable to travel their maximum allowed segments. For this reason, the
measure of the relative distance between players (optimal gridlock situation) is selected as a more
appropriate measure that does not consider travel speeds. This resulted in the following revised formula:
𝑛

𝜅𝑟 = [∑𝑖,𝑗 (𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑁 )]
𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙,𝑖−𝑗

(6)

𝑟

Moreover, as traffic accident probability (𝛼𝑟 ) is dependent upon the optimal gridlock situation. The measure
is revised 1) to differentiate from the new congestion level measure, and 2) to have an accident probability
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measure that is based on an accident rate per vehicle segment travelled rather than proximity between
players. This resulted in the following revised formula:
𝛼𝑟 = [𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑥),𝑖 ]
𝑟

(7)

Where,
aref,seg(x)

= accident rate per segment using mode x.

4. Destination rewards
The city centre of Turin is one of the main attraction poles in the urban network, generating 260.000 trips
on a daily basis, of which 39% is carried out by private car (Donati et al., 2019). The analysis showed that
in the first game session, car drivers tended to avoid the central TRZ during TCA operation hours. As three
out of six primary destinations are in this area, the choice is made to enlarge its attractivity by raising the
primary destination value from €3.00 to €4.00. Moreover, the payoff for paying the TRZ fee will be higher.
5. Transport mode distribution
In the FG1, players could choose their preferred mode of transportation to use during the game. This
resulted in one player per game session to use the car. As the main objective of both ZTL and TCA is to
limit car usage, the role of the car is emphasised. Also, concerning the actual modal split of Turin, where
56% of trips are taken by car (Donati et al., 2019). As a result, the fixed modal split in a six-player game
will be a car (three players), PT (two players) and bicycle (one player).
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4 Results
This section points out the results to provide an empirical basis for answering the central research question
After an introduction to the practical context in which the research is carried out, the results of the
questionnaires give insight in the attitudinal change towards transport policy, negative externalities and the
TCA proposal. By comparing them with the results from the group discussion and the SG, the chapter is
concluded with a synthesis to explain the attitudinal change in the context of these elements.

4.1

Research context

The transformation from ZTL to TCA represents the context for which the FG elements are developed. This
subparagraph aims to introduce the reader to the principal characteristics of Turin, its transportation system
and the discourse of the policy transformation from ZTL to TCA.
Turin is the centre of its eponymous metropolitan region and the capital of the Piedmont region,
situated in the northwest of Italy. The city is primarily located on the western bank of the river Po, enclosed
by the Alps in the west and the Superga and Monferrato hills in the east. The urban core has a population
of 886.837 inhabitants covering an area of only 130 km2, resulting in a population density of 6.822
inhabitants square kilometre (Donati et al., 2019). According to OECD (2016), the entire metropolitan area
accounts for almost 1.8 million inhabitants. Although being somewhat decreased in the past years, high
levels of car usage dominate transportation in Turin (refer to Figure 13). Nevertheless, walking and cycling
trips have increased and jointly account for 26% of the trips undertaken.

2012-2013

2016-2017

16

4 1
21

63
5 1

Foot

Bicycle

16
56

Motorcycle

Car

16
Public transport

Figure 13. Modal split by the number of trips (%) within the city of Turin.

The municipal administration of Turin is involved in several projects to promote more sustainable forms of
mobility (Donati et al., 2019). The most noticeable is arguably the construction of a second metro line
covering 26.5 km and 33 stops. The estimated total costs of are three billion euros and construction works
are planned to start in 2021. Moreover, plans are made to extend the existing line. Moreover, to promote
electric mobility, in 2018 the municipal administration invited operators of electric vehicle charging stations
to present their interest in the operation of 200 stations per operator in the Turin market. Citizens and
commercial operators can request a station to the municipality. Finally, the promotion of cycling mobility
is done in two ways. First, the network of cycling paths is being extended. Moreover, the city has two
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bicycle-sharing systems TOBike is a station-based bicycle-sharing platform. The newly introduced Mobike
is a free-floating service and has over 3.000 bicycles scattered throughout the city.
In addition to the above-mentioned policies, the municipal administration of Turin approved TCA
as the replacing traffic regulation scheme for ZTL, a zone covering the city centre of Turin. According to
the available data, the area of the central ZTL is the main attraction pole of mobility, which attracts more
than 260,000 trips a day, of which 39% takes place with a private car (Citta’ di Torino, 2019).

Figure 15. Current ZTL entrance (2).

Figure 14. Current ZTL entrance (1).

ZTL has been in place since 1994 and since then the model has been adapted several times. After the current
ZTL model became active in 2010, the number of motorised vehicle entries decrease with 40%. Indirect
effects within the area encompassed a CO2 emission reduction of 6,000 kg daily, less noise pollution and
increased speed of PT. Around the perimeter, congestion increased with 3%, due to users changing their
transport mode or route choice. Over the past years, it became clear to the municipal administration that
ZTL imposed some negative aspects and effects (Citta’ di Torino, 2019). These are intended to be overcome
with TCA, in particular:
−

A complex permit system, which over the years has extended to over 60 types of permits. This led
to an inflexible system with complicated procedures.

−

The duration of three hours differs from the paid parking period and the duration of the transit ban
on reserved streets. It led to uncertainty among citizens about access, with lower attendance of
commercial activities and services in the centre.

−

As the ban covers the morning period, it penalises activities that function mainly during these hours,
like bars or small commercial supplies.

−

The delivery of goods is concentrated into a shorter period, leading to changing delivery times and
congestion.
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−

Some offices have moved their headquarters out of the centre to sustain car accessibility for clients
and employees.

−

Traffic congestion tends to emerge just before the end of the period (10.30 a.m.). Motorists keep
waiting in front of the electronic gates to enter the area after the termination of the operational
hours.

Table 6. Practical aspects of ZTL and TCA (Citta’ di Torino, 2019; Donati et al., 2019).. Table 6 compares
the characteristics of both ZTL and TCA (Citta’ di Torino, 2019; Donati et al., 2019).
Table 6. Practical aspects of ZTL and TCA (Citta’ di Torino, 2019; Donati et al., 2019)..
ZTL
Prohibition of access and circulation for
motorised vehicles.

TCA
Open access for motorised vehicles. A
monetary charge is included, but no permit,

Operation time

Monday to Friday from 7.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m.

Monday to Friday from 7.30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Perimeter

Area of 2.6 km2 covering the centre of Turin,
2.06% of total city surface.

Geographical area identical to ZTL.

Parking

Paid parking

Pricing structure

No pricing included.

Permits

Permit needed to access the area during
operational hours.

General principle

2 hours of parking are included in the toll price
(equals the average parking time in current
ZTL).
Motorists are asked for one daily payment for a
multiple entry ticket. Pricing involves
differentiated rates based on vehicle pollution,
which range from 0 to 5 euros.
No permits needed.

Despite the good intentions of the municipality, TCA remains controversial. There is major uncertainty
amongst the public about the potential effects of the policy. Two local transport planning professors
provided a selection of the main concerns in a local newspaper (Longhin & Ricca, 2019): 1) The measure
will have minor effects on congestion and particle emissions; 2) Accessibility of the centre will decrease,
also due to the lack of alternative measures; 3) The measure penalises shopkeepers as customers need to
pay for reaching their businesses; and 4) It is considered to be a class measure, as people able to afford lessemitting vehicles pay less for entrance.

Figure 16. Merchants opposing to TCA introduction (1).

Figure 17. Merchants opposing to TCA introduction (2).
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4.2

Questionnaires

4.2.1 Ex-ante questionnaire
The participant’s general valuation of transportation in Turin is fragmented. Participants were asked to
grade different aspects of their satisfaction. Overall, participants were most positive about the liveability of
shared public spaces, as the majority evaluates this aspect as neutral or satisfactory. The bandwidth of rating
the quality of driving versus PT was from very unsatisfactory to neutral by most of the participants, which
makes it the most negatively evaluated aspect. The opinion about the functioning of the current ZTL was
almost equally divided over the different answer options and therefore shows no general tendency.
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1
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4
7

How do you judge the
liveability of shared
public spaces in Turin?

2

5

3

3

What do you think of
driving in Turin?

3
2
5

How do you rate the PT
service in Turin?

Very unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Neutral
Satisfactory
Very satisfactory
Without opinion

How do you judge the
current central ZTL
system in Turin?

Figure 18. FG1 and FG2 valuation of transport in Turin.

To test whether participants were willing to change their mobility behaviour, they were confronted with the
statement to limit their car journeys in favour of congestion and air pollution reduction (see Figure 19). A
vast majority (strongly) agreed with these statements, which could indicate that TCA criticism is rooted in
disagreement with the practical implementation and specifications of the measure rather than reluctance
towards the reduction of negative transport externalities.

1

3

5

2
13

I would be willing to
limit my car journeys in
order to reduce
congestion.

12

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Without opinion

I would be willing to
limit my car journeys in
order to reduce air
pollution.

Figure 19. FG1 and FG2 motivation to limit car journeys.

The results shown in Table 7 describe the upfront knowledge of participants about the conversion from
ZTL to TCA. Participants were asked to write down what they knew about this subject. Their statements
have been coded and grouped by similarity. Most participants mentioned that they were informed about the
introduction of a toll structure in the current ZTL. One of the significant misperceptions among participants
was the impression that the territory of ZTL will be extended, which is false as TCA only includes a
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temporal extension. Four participants were not informed at all about TCA, while others could mention the
specific characteristics of the proposal, being parking prices, timeslots and vehicle-dependent toll rates.
Other subjects that participants mentioned regarded the policy objectives and the resistance of merchants
against the proposal. Only a few participants expressed the effects they perceived to be induced by the TCA
introduction, being the limited alternative transport options and that residents are facing an increase in their
car costs. In general, participants were comprehensive in their statements considering the practical
characteristics of TCA mentioned in Table 6. The complicated permit system removal in TCA compared
to ZTL is the only essential change which participants did not mention.
Table 7. Frequency distribution of coded statements by FG participants regarding their upfront-knowledge about TCA.
Type

Verification

Statement code

Fact

True

A toll is being introduced in ZTL.

Frequency

Fact

False

The territory of ZTL will be extended.

4

Fact

True

The time slot of ZTL will be extended.

4

Specific

True

Two parking hours will be included in toll price.

4

5

Fact

–

I am not informed about precise details.

4

Fact

True

Merchants complain about TCA introduction.

4

Fact

True

Emission reduction is a policy objective.

Specific

True

Toll rate depends on pollution of vehicle.

2

3

Perception

–

Scarcity alternative transport options despite TCA.

2

Specific

True

The time slot is extended from 7:30-10:30 to 7:30-19:00.

2

Specific

N.A.

Tender competition for TCA operation is prepared.

1

Fact

True

Congestion reduction is a policy objective.

1

Fact

True

One of several proposals the past years.

1

Perception

–

Residents face high costs.

1

4.2.2 Ex-post questionnaire
The questions posed exclusively in the ex-post questionnaire addressed market failure, equity and revenue
usage as applied policy rationalities for the case of Turin. Table 8 shows these three components with their
corresponding statements, which were scored according to their level of agreement by the participants. For
market failure, many of the participants support both the introduction of a toll and the option to extend the
current ZTL model to conquer congestion, air pollution and car traffic crossing the centre. Also, between
these elements, there is no recognisable pattern. These results suggest that the objective of improved
liveability justifies the means, regardless of the discomfort they impose. As for equity, a majority agrees
that residents living in the ZTL area should get a reduction on the toll rate. To a lesser extent, this is the
case for business owners. Notable is the neutral stance of participants towards the statement that low
pollutant cars should get a reduction on the toll rate.
Finally, for revenue usage, participants strongly agree that toll revenues should be used to improve
the PT service. Likewise, most participants agree that these revenues should be used for road improvements.
Given the fact that FG1 respectively had more participants than FG2, a comparison of both groups for
differences and similarities is hard to demonstrate. However, remarkable are the results concerning the
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statements for reducing air pollution. FG2 participants see both introducing tolls and an extended ZTL
model as an effective means to counter this negative externality.
Table 8. Participant’s valuation on transport policy rationalities applied to the case of Turin1.
Disagree

Neutral

Agree

FG1

1

1

10

FG2

1

1

3

Total

2

2

13

FG1

2

1

9

FG2

0

1

4

Total

2

2

13

FG1

0

2

9

Market failure
To reduce the number of car journeys in Turin, it
would be necessary to introduce a toll for cars
wishing to access the city centre.
To reduce air pollution in Turin, a toll should be
introduced for cars drivers wishing to access the
city centre (such as in Milan).
To reduce congestion in Turin, a toll should be
introduced for car drivers wishing to access the
city centre (such as in London).
To reduce air pollution in Turin, it would be
necessary to introduce an extended ZTL model
(e.g. time slot 7 – 19h).
To reduce the traffic crossing the centre of Turin,
the ZTL model should be extended (e.g. time slot
7 - 19).

FG2

1

1

3

Total

1

3

12

FG1

3

1

8

FG2

0

2

3

Total

3

3

11

FG1

2

0

10

FG2

1

1

3

Total

3

1

13

FG1

2

1

9

FG2

1

1

3

Total

3

2

12

FG1

5

2

5

Equity
Low-income people should get a reduction on
the toll rate.

Less polluting cars should get a reduction on the
toll rate.

Residents within the ZTL should get a reduction
on the toll rate.

Business owners located in ZTL should get a
reduction on toll rate.

FG2

0

2

3

Total

3

4

8

FG1

1

1

10

FG2

0

1

4

Total

1

2

14

FG1

2

2

8

FG2

1

0

4

Total

3

2

12

FG1

0

0

12

Revenue usage
Toll revenues should be used to improve the PT
service in Turin.

Toll revenues should be used to improve road
conditions in Turin.

1

FG2

0

0

5

Total

0

0

17

FG1

2

1

9

FG2

0

2

3

Total

2

3

12

Option 6 ‘Without opinion/I don’t know’ was excluded from analysis to calculate total scores.
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4.2.3 Attitudinal change
In both the ex-ante and ex-post questionnaire, participants were confronted with identical statements to test
whether the gained knowledge during the FG had triggered a change of attitude. In Figure 20, the individual
agreement of participants of both FGs is visualised. Three participants adjusted their agreement with TCA
upwards, three of them downwards, while nine did not change their opinion. Except for FG1_A, FG1_M
and FG2_D, participants are neutral or moderately to agree with TCA. The observation that some
participants changed their attitude suggests that they gained knowledge about the proposal during the FG.
FG2_D

FG1_A
5

FG1_B

4

FG2_C

FG1_D

3
2

FG2_B

FG1_E

1

Ex-ante

0

FG2_A

FG1_F

FG1_M

Ex-post

FG1_G

FG1_L

FG1_H
FG1_J

FG1_I

Figure 20. Agreement with the TCA proposal before and after the FG1.

In general participants have a higher willingness-to-pay for a decrease in air pollution than in noise pollution
(refer to Figure 28, Appendix E). Here, it must be noted that noise pollution was only a point of discussion
in the introductory lecture. The fact that participants did not mention noise pollution in the group discussion
might affect their perceived need to pay for a decrease. There are little differences between the ex-ante and
ex-post evaluation. This could indicate that the knowledge gained during the FG was not new to the
participants, or it did not trigger them to change their attitude towards the seriousness of air and noise
pollution.
The willingness-to-pay for a 25% travel time reduction on the most frequent journey remains the same for
more than half of the participants (refer to Figure 29, Appendix E). Also, these participants are generally
prepared to pay a higher price. Changes between the ex-ante and ex-post questionnaires involve a decreased
price for four participants, while two participants decided to pay more for a travel time reduction. These
results indicate that the value some participants attach to this reduction has changed both up and
downwards. The participant’s perception of negative transport externalities is presented in Appendix E.
In both FGs, air pollution is valued as being the most dangerous to health within the city of Turin.
Although some participants changed their opinion, the average opinion regarding this subject remained the
same in both the ex-ante and ex-post evaluation. The same can be noted from the risks of noise pollution,
although FG2 participants valued it more critical in the ex-post evaluation. Traffic accidents were
considered the least significant problem, compared to the other externalities. In FG1, the average opinion

1

The scale ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
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remained the same, but FG2 participants made a shift and valued traffic accident commonly as being a
significant problem.

General agreement with TCA
proposal

Willingness to pay extra each
month to reduce the travel time for
your most frequent journey by 25%.

Willingness to pay for a 30%
reduction of air pollution in Turin.

Willingness to pay for a 30%
reduction of noise pollution in
Turin.

Noise pollution in the city of Turin
is dangerous to health.

Air pollution in the city of Turin is
dangerous to health.

Traffic accidents are a major
problem for the city of Turin.

Table 9. Attitudinal change in terms of relative mutation per participant per subject.1

FG1_A

=

=
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=

=

–

FG1_B

=

=

=

–

–

–

=
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=

=

=
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+

=

=

=

=

=
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–

+

=

=

+

=
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=
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=

=
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=
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=
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=
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=

=

=

+

=

=

+
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n.d.

=

=

=

=

=

=

Total mutations

5

6

2

7

6

2

8

In conclusion, the analysis shown in Table 9 provides an overview of the attitudinal change per participant
for all variables discussed in this subparagraph. Except for FG1_B and FG2_E, all participants have at least
once changed their opinion. The general agreement with the TCA proposal was changed five times by
participants when taking account of the aggregated scores. The minimum change was accounted for by the
willingness-to-pay and the danger of air pollution. Apparently, the air contamination problem is well-known
by the participants, considering the high ascribed scores and little change of opinion. Willingness-to-pay
for travel time reduction was changed six times, predominantly downwards. Finally, it is noticeable that the

1

The mutations account for the difference between the values in the ex-ante and ex-post evaluation. Given the scale
of each variable, the mutation is expressed in a multiple of ‘+’, ‘–’ or ‘=’ in the case of no change.
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perception of the problem of traffic accidents in Turin was changed the most. In the next section, the results
of the different data sources are compared for the initial understanding where the learning in the different
FG elements took place.

4.3

Group discussion

In this paragraph, the discussion held during the first FG is summarised and structured according to the
focal topics: transport externalities, doubts about the TCA proposal and possible improvements, policies
that could complement TCA and the institutional complexity of its implementation.
4.3.1 Group dynamics
The content of the group discussion obviously depends on the participants involved. Figure 21 shows the
frequency of participant expressions in relation to the topics discussed. It aims to give an impression of
which participants guided the discussion according to their topics of interest. By far, most participants
expressed themselves about the proposed TCA model, both in positive and negative ways. FG1_A (selfemployed architect), FG1_E (philosophy student), FG1_F (public consultant) and FG1_M (self-employed
shopkeeper) were the participants who articulated their opinions most.
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Figure 21. FG1 frequency of coded utterances.

4.3.2 Transport externalities
During the discussion, the debate did not necessarily focus on the nature of the external costs of road
transportation. Instead, TCA as a policy measure to diminish these costs was emphasised. The cause of
congestion was discussed in general terms as being the result of collective behaviour: “I take the car because
everyone else does it too”. Therefore, some participants argue that limiting car use is a civic duty; the urge
should be internalised as well as the necessity to use it. Therefore, the shift to using sustainable modes is a
matter of perception, which can be stimulated by education and communication. Although not all
participants are familiar with the exact data, high rates of air pollution are mentioned as a considerable
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problem. The lack of fluent traffic circulation – ensuing the turning on and off engines – is perceived to be
a cause. Also, the geographical conditions to which Turin is subject are constraining the solution to
congestion, because the centre is enclosed by a river and the mountain range obstructs the equal diversion
of traffic. One participant indicates that the ‘air is unbreathable’, while another regularly suffers from illness
due to fine particles in October and November [worst months in terms of emissions red.]. The problem of
traffic safety is rarely mentioned by the participants, except concerning bicycle usage. Participants agree
that it is often too dangerous to ride a bicycle in the city. As sufficient bicycle infrastructure is lacking, the
alternative is to ride on the streets occupied by congested traffic and chaotically parked cars. Therefore, PT
and car are often preferred instead.
4.3.3 Doubts about the proposed TCA model
In general, most participants are sceptical about the TCA model due to their upfront-knowledge and the
facts presented in the introductory lecture. First, several participants consider the introduction of the toll
structure in TCA to be unfair and think that it leads to social inequity. This could be a direct effect of tariff
differentiation based on vehicle emissions. Drivers who can afford an expensive electric car will pay less
than the ones owning economical, more polluting vehicles. An indirect effect which was perceived by
individual participants is a result of only the prosperous being able to travel to the city centre by car. As the
demand for housing will be increasingly dominated by the rich, real estate prices will rise and make it hard
for lower incomes to remain living in the city centre. One participant defined this as the ‘ghettoization’ of
the city centre. A proposed solution was to replace car infrastructure with PT facilities, which would
enhance the liveability and affordability of housing. On the contrary, one participant argued that the main
problem of TCA is that it affects the people living outside the city centre: as many services are available
within the compact city centre, it is possible to live there without a car. However, residents living outside
the centre have limited availability of alternative transport options.
The reason for other participants to disagree with TCA was due to the perceived ineffectiveness of
the measure. It was argued that the total car traffic volume would not decrease because the problems of
parking, pollution, congestion, etc., would be transferred to the areas just outside the TCA perimeter.
Moreover, the fact that two hours of parking are included in the ticket price would only affect traversing
car traffic. In this line of reasoning, TCA would be a softer measure than the complete ban as is offered in
the current ZTL. Finally, two participants questioned the degree of control that would be required by the
administration. As TCA would require indiscrete enforcement, they raised the question of ethical
justification for the measure.
Only a few participants agreed with the TCA model, mainly because their personal lives are not
severely affected: destinations in the area are not frequently visited, alternative modes are used, or the
financial burden is not perceived as problematic. One participant was convinced that if TCA could reduce
environmental pollution even a little, there is no reason to oppose. To indicate the effectiveness of road
charging, different participants made references to policies in other cities to substantiate their argument.
Most participants used the example of Milan, which had a similar scheme [Area C red.] introduced a few
years ago. Here, the commercial area in the centre is much larger than Turin’s and transport is mainly
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organised around the city’s four metro lines. So, after the tariff introduction, PT became the most favourable
means of transportation. One participant argues that this had led to less environmental pollution, liveability
had increased and that no noteworthy damage was done to the trade of merchants.
4.3.4 Proposed improvements
As only a few participants agreed with the current TCA model, suggestions were provided for improvement
of the scheme. For instance, participant’s opinions were divided about which types of traffic should be
affected by TCA. To ensure a parking pressure relief, some participants opted for a parking allowance
solely available to residents living within the perimeter, after a successful example in Milan. One participant
went even further, arguing that Turin needs a decisive administration which closes off the entire centre for
car traffic. Others disagreed with these pitches as it would not be feasible considering all the services that
need to be executed in the city centre by external operators (e.g. shop suppliers, construction staff, etc.).
Nearly all participants agreed that the perimeter of the TCA area should be extended, considering the
policies executed in comparable cities like Palermo and Milan. The problems of excessive car traffic also
occur on the fringes of the perimeter. Therefore, a more substantial area is required to diminish pollution
and to make PT and bicycle the best alternatives to travel to, from and within the centre.
Besides a spatial extension, participants living in the city centre and regular visitors opted for a
temporal extension by addressing the problem of nocturnal parking in the centre. They experience streets
which are densely occupied with cars during the night. Therefore, some plead for a system that limits car
use 24/7. However, as PT service closes early at night [1 a.m. red.], this does not yet seem a viable
alternative.
4.3.5 Complementary policies
Consensually, participants acknowledged the need for complementary policies for the proposed TCA model
to succeed. First, most participants argued that solely TCA as a measure is not enough to conquer the
negative externalities of car traffic. Because multiple PT lines have reached their capacity, TCA would need
to be complemented with frequently running tram or bus lines, preferably even an extended metro network.
The malfunctioning of the current system was, therefore, a central topic during the discussion. The
inconvenient ticketing system, the poor hygiene in the coaches, the low operating frequency of trams and
buses (in comparison to, e.g. Bologna), the crowdedness and the unequal distribution of lines over the city
resulting in poor accessibility of neighbourhoods outside the centre, were mentioned by participants. The
tenor was that if PT would not be strengthened, the problems of car traffic will turn up again in the areas
surrounding TCA. Some participants opted for extensive parking facilities at PT stops outside the city –
according to the park-and-ride-principle – to maintain the accessibility of the centre through facilitating
intermodal journeys.
Another suggestion by participants comprises the redesign of public space. Their underlying
assumption was that if the infrastructure for PT and bicycle is made available, people will start using it.
Currently, plenty of inner-city space is occupied by cars parked on both roadsides, which degrades the
liveability of public space. In case of such redesign, solutions for parking are the construction of
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underground parking facilities or accepting lower parking availability ratios. In continuation of
strengthening the bicycle network, participants state that improvements to the physical condition of the
bicycle lanes are necessary. Also, reduced car parking spaces can partially be redesigned as bicycle storages.
4.3.6 Institutional complexity
The resistance of merchants to the introduction of TCA sets the tone in the public debate. Some participants
think that the damage done to merchants by the introduction of TCA is negligible. One participant
remembers that merchants also used to complain when their streets became pedestrianised, but that trade
revitalised afterwards. The same could be the case for the introduction of TCA. Another participant
deliberates that nowadays most consumers in the centre come by foot, bicycle or PT. Pointing out that the
business climate might only minimally change after TCA introduction. One participant is a merchant in the
area and has promised his customers to compensate for their tariff expenditures. He thought that the debate
has melted with politics too much. The anti-TCA sentiment would be part of the political agenda of centreright to win the upcoming elections. Although the opposition is mainly led by merchants, their opinion
should not be the primary determinant.
Some concerns were raised about the financing of TCA itself and complementary measures. Just
before the FG took place, the news was released that an external operator had been contracted for TCA
operation. Some participants argue that this is necessary to collect enough funds, although it might take a
few years before the revenues of TCA can be capitalised into other accessibility-improving projects.
However, it is yet unclear how the revenues will be divided between the operator and the municipality. One
participant is afraid that if it comes to a public-private contract, funds from higher authorities (such as EU)
will not be available. Another way to raise adequate funds is a price increase of PT tickets.

4.4

Serious game analysis

The performed ATMSG-analysis – which is presented in Appendix D – helped to discover the objective of
the different game mechanics and how these contribute to in-game learning practices. The results presented
in this subparagraph are structured according to the game sequence nodes, being the distribution of transport
modes and travel diaries, the movement of players over the game board and the destination rewards
collected and travel cost spent while playing the game.
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Figure 22. FG2 gameplay impression.

4.4.1 Transport modes
The critical transport mode payoff during the game is arguably the potential movement in segments: the
more segments per round can be travelled, the more destinations can be reached. In the game, players were
encouraged to think about payoffs and decide which transport mode would be used to maximise
performance. In FG1, players were free to choose a transport mode, while in FG2 the mode distribution
was predefined (refer to paragraph 3.3.5). The distribution of modes can be viewed in, e.g. Table 10. The
individual gameplay data presented in appendix F8 allows for insight into the use of the modes as movement
mechanisms. Here, I will summarise remarks on how the modes were used during the game.
The car was optimally used by the players as all of them reached 7 to 8 destinations. Car users
optimally used their movement potential, given the average of 3.6 travelled segments out of 4 allowed
segments per round. This could be considered logical, as closest destinations have an intermediate distance
of minimally 3 segments. Compared to the other modes, travel efficiency was rather low, and effectiveness
was high. In other words: players using the car tend to reach destinations located further away from one
another because they have the means to do so, unlike the other modes.
There were significant differences between players considering the use of PT. As players can use
both the PT and road networks and they can choose to travel by PT and/or by foot, it is the most complicated
transport mode to strive for optimal travel efficiency. FG1_J showed that it is possible to reach eight
destinations, which is the maximum considering the eight rounds. Within the TRZ, this player used PT
stops to shortcut between destinations, without using the lines. The disadvantage of this strategy is that one
must enter the PT system each round, which imposes extra costs. A few players opted for the same strategy
but did not manage to reach the same efficiency. The main pitfall was that players did not consider other
facultative destinations that could be reached when travelling between compulsory destinations. FG2_F
tried to walk between destinations without using the PT system in order to save costs. The strategy was
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cancelled as it was recognised that it would take three rounds to reach a destination, which does not weigh
up to using PT to travel faster. For two players, the movement potential of PT did not seem to be clear, as
they used two rounds to travel between destinations which could be completed in a single round. This can
be considered remarkable, as in all game sessions participated at least two PT players, from which these
players could have imitated a more efficient strategy.
Finally, the use of the bicycle was straightforward. Players were not able to reach a high travel
efficiency given the movement potential of two segments per round, as destinations have a minimal
intermediate distance of three segments. Therefore, the maximum number of possible reached destinations
was four. As one of the two compulsory destinations was outside the TRZ, cyclists were forced to travel
relatively long distances. Compared to real life, it could be considered unfair that cyclists face the same
compulsory destination distribution on their travel diaries as the car and PT, given that the bicycle is usually
used for shorter distances.
4.4.2 Travel diaries
After the transport modes were divided among the players, they received diaries containing compulsory
and facultative destinations which could be reached during the game. Here, the learning objective was to
plan a movement strategy to maximise performance, considering destination rewards and individual travel
costs. The travel diaries included two destinations which were compulsory to reach. In the four games
sessions played this happened four times. Two players in FG1_TCA, one player in FG2_ZTL and one
player in FG2_TCA. Only in the latter case, this was a primary destination.
To illustrate the attractiveness of destinations on the board, Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the
relative frequencies of reached destinations in the ZTL and TCA scenario. Based on these visualisations,
one can argue that the most attractive destinations are situated in the central area on the game board. The
pursuit of modelling the city-centre of Turin as the central pole of attraction therefore succeeded. As could
be expected, the primary destinations which accounted for higher rewards were more popular among the
players. This was mainly the case for destinations located within the TRZ, despite the limitations imposed
by ZTL and TCA. A comparison between the two scenarios shows a minor preference for primary
destinations within the TRZ in the TCA scenario. On the contrary, this is the case for secondary destinations
in the ZTL scenario. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the fact that cars only travel two rounds
in the TCA scenario without being charged. This might have caused them to travel more efficiently. Outside
the TRZ, there are no substantial differences between the two scenarios.
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Figure 23. Percentual distribution of destinations reached in ZTL
scenario for both FG1 and FG2.1

Figure 24. Percentual distribution of destinations reached in
TCA scenario for both FG1 and FG2.

4.4.3 Player movements
The game board interface forms the framework for the movement of the different transport modes, in which
the functioning of the TRZ is variable according to the active scenario. As destinations are spatially
distributed and multiple players occupy intersections, players were encouraged to think several steps ahead.
As a measure of this player interaction, the average distance between players over the game rounds is shown
in Figure 25. The data for FG1 and FG2 are difficult to compare due to the different number of players that
participated in the game. Still, some trends can be recognised from the graph. Notable are the dynamics in
the first three rounds: in the first round, the distance between players is relatively large. A round later this
distance drops significantly and to rise again in the third round. An explanation for this phenomenon is that
players tend to first go for destinations situated on the board's periphery. This would explain the steeper
parabolic curve in the FG2 scenarios, where more cars are represented. It is a result of more players being
limited to travel to the TRZ – which is situated in the centre of the board – at the beginning of the game.
After the third round, for both ZTL scenarios, the distance between players remains relatively low. This is
because the most profitable destinations are in the centre of the board and represent relatively high rewards.
In both TCA scenarios, the distance fluctuates more because players can choose whether they want to invest
an entrance fee in entering the TRZ in the centre of the board. Noteworthy is the distance increase in the
FG2_TCA scenario in the last two rounds, in which cars are exempted from the entrance fee.

1

As particular destinations have two locations on the board and values were aggregated per destination, the
percentages for theses destinations have been halved. They potentially have the same level of attraction given their
attached rewards and equal distribution over the gameboard; Therefore, this edit does not damage the analysis
performed for this study.
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Figure 25. Average distance in segments between players per round.

Next to player interaction, it is interesting to compare the interaction of players with the simulated scenario.
Table 10 depicts the segments travelled in the different scenarios as aggregated values per mode. Again,
one must consider the number of players that played the game in the different FG sessions. As expected,
the scenarios do not have a substantial effect on the movement of PT and the bicycle. As for the car, in the
ZTL scenario for both FGs, there are no significant differences between the segments travelled within and
outside the TRZ. This is in contrast with the TCA scenario in FG2, where nearly twice the number of
segments were travelled by car are within this area. In view of the aggregated values for all modes, fewer
segments are travelled in the ZTL than in TCA. Moreover, there is no clear pattern recognisable in the
segments travelled inside and outside the TRZ. Given the ratios in FG2, it can be recognised that in TCA,
more segments are travelled within the TRZ than in the ZTL.
Table 10. Segments travelled according to transport mode and TRZ.

Subtotal

N Players

Inner

Outer

Subtotal

N Players

Inner

Outer

Subtotal

N Players

Inner

Outer

Subtotal

Inner

Outer

%

Outer

All modes

Inner

FG2

Bicycle

N Players

FG1

PT

Scenario

Car

ZTL

1

12

18

30

2

25

12

37

1

9

5

14

4

46

35

81

57

43

TCA

1

5

22

27

2

17

12

29

2

12

17

29

5

34

51

85

40

60

ZTL

3

42

43

85

2

12

14

26

1

3

11

14

6

57

68

125

46

54

TCA

3

58

29

87

2

16

15

31

1

6

7

13

6

80

51

131

61

39

The choice of players to travel within or outside the TRZ cannot be separated from the rounds in which the
two scenarios are active. As these scenarios directly affect car use, Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the routing
behaviour of car users in relation to ZTL and TCA. Players could enter the TRZ after the third round in the
ZTL scenario, which they all did between the third and the fifth round. Only two players left the area in the
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last round. In the TCA scenario players had the possibility to pay an entrance fee to enter the area during
the first six rounds. Two players made use of this possibility, while another two players avoided the TRZ
and entered after TCA operation had ended. The latter tactic worked out well for FG1_B, as this player won
the game. It should be noted that this player was the only car user. For FG2_A this was not the case, as this
player eventually missed a compulsory destination and ended in third place after the other two car users.
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Figure 26. Car movements in relation to TRZ in ZTL scenario. Figure 27. Car movements in relation to TRZ in TCA scenario.

4.4.4 Destination rewards and travel costs
According to their movements, players received rewards for reaching destinations. They were encouraged
to reach as many destinations possible to win the game. Rewards were differentiated per destination to
distribute attraction poles over the board. Table 11 displays the average number of destinations reached per
mode in the two scenarios. The general pattern shows that car users reached the most destinations, followed
by PT and the bicycle. This result could be expected when considering the movement potentials per mode
(refer to paragraph 3.3.3.4). For PT and the bicycle, the scenarios do not seem to have a substantial effect
on the average number of reached destinations. In conclusion, it is notable that for the most representative
scenario, being TCA in FG2, car users reached more destinations within the TRZ than in the ZTL scenario.
Table 11. Average number of reached destinations per mode per scenario.

Inner area

Total

Primary

Secondary

Inner area

Total

Primary

Secondary

Inner area

Total

Primary

Secondary

Inner area

Total

All modes

Secondary

FG2

Bicycle

Primary

FG1

PT

Scenario

Car

ZTL

6.0

2.0

3.0

8.0

3.0

2.5

4.0

5.5

3.0

0.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

1.5

3.0

5.5

TCA

4.0

3.0

1.0

7.0

3.0

2.5

3.5

5.5

3.0

0.5

2.0

3.5

3.3

2.0

2.2

5.3

ZTL

4.3

3.3

3.3

7.7

3.5

1.0

3.5

4.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

3.3

2.1

2.9

5.4

TCA

4.3

3.3

3.7

7.7

4.0

1.0

3.5

5.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

3.4

2.1

3.1

5.6
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Players were stimulated to travel efficiently to prevent individual costs from superseding destination
rewards. Travel time efficiency – of which the results are presented in Table 12 – measures the average
distance that players travelled between their reached destinations. The results show that in both FGs, PT
achieves the best travel efficiency. In general, travel time efficiencies are slightly higher in FG2. It can be
hypothesised that playing with the car is less beneficial when more players participate in the game.
Table 12. Average travel time efficiency per transport mode per scenario.

FG1
FG2

Scenario

Car

PT

Bicycle

All modes

ZTL

3.75

3.46

4.67

3.96

TCA

3.86

2.63

4.21

3.57

ZTL

3.70

2.90

3.50

3.37

TCA

3.80

3.10

3.25

3.38

Finally, Table 13 summarises the average rewards and costs per mode in the two scenarios. In comparison
to FG1, rewards for primary destinations were raised from €3.00 to €4.00, and a fuel cost charge for the car
was added for €0.10 per kilometre. As the rewards depend on the reached destinations, attention will be
paid to the travel costs. Apart from FG2_TCA, these costs are the highest for PT since €1.00 is charged for
re-entering the PT system. Both the rewards and costs were higher during the FG2. As in this FG session,
more players participated in the game – which inherently leads to less movement space to reach destinations
– this is an unexpected result. Finally, it can be concluded that even in the TCA scenario, the car is the most
effective mode because its net benefit is higher compared to the other modes.
Table 13. Average destination (+) rewards and individual travel costs (-) in € per transport mode per scenario.
Car

FG1
FG2

PT

Bicycle

All modes

Scenario

+

–

=

+

–

=

+

–

=

+

–

=

ZTL

22.00

0.00

22.00

14.00

6.00

8.00

9.00

0.00

9.00

15.00

2.00

13.00

TCA

18.00

0.00

18.00

14.00

4.50

9.50

10.00

0.00

10.00

14.00

1.50

12.50

ZTL

24.00

2.83

21.17

16.00

5.00

11.00

12.00

0.00

12.00

17.33

2.61

14.72

TCA

24.00

6.23

17.77

18.00

4.00

14.00

12.00

0.00

12.00

18.00

3.41

14.59

A comparison of the data presented in Table 12 and Table 13 learns that a higher travel efficiency positively
affects the net benefits for the bicycle, in contrast to PT and the car. When a player travels efficiently using
PT, i.e., entering the PT system more often, this imposes higher travel costs. As for the car, the variable
travel costs are not substantial enough to make it less beneficial to take longer routes. This does, however,
influence the external costs, which are discussed in the next paragraph.
4.4.5 Game debriefs
After the game, the moderator plenary discussed the GTC and external costs generated throughout the game
using different data visualisations (refer to Appendix D). In this final phase, players were encouraged to
evaluate, critique and get an understanding of the effect of the different policy scenarios on their gameplay
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and what this means for the individual and collective transport costs they generated. After explaining the
results shown in the graphs, some players wanted to learn more about the underlying explanations.
Therefore, clarifying details were needed to explain how travel time efficiency, congestion level, traffic
accident probability, environmental emissions and the monetisation of non-monetary travel costs were
calculated. Some participants made competitive remarks concerning their scores, which might indicate that
they enjoyed playing the game. One player said we should be careful with interpreting the results as the
number of players was not equal in both scenarios.
Critiques during the debrief mainly focused on the representativeness of the game. Here, the
movement potential of PT was discussed, as it was considered not representative of the speed of PT in reallife Turin, especially as travelling by bicycle is considered faster at times. One participant said that the
movement potential of the car was demonstrative for reality. It was to note that the TCA scenario did not
prevent it from being the most competitive transport alternative. She argued that a more demanding policy
is needed to get the desired effect of diminishing external costs. This was also explained by the monetisation
graph (Appendix F7), which showed that the five euros imposed by TCA, were insufficient to cover the
gap between GTC and external costs.
From a moderator’s perspective, it can be noted that the debrief during FG2 was more animated
than in FG1, which could be due to several reasons. Firstly, FG2 participants that were present during the
debrief played both game scenarios, which makes comparison easier. Secondly, the smaller number of
participants in FG2 could have been less of a social barrier to participating in the discussion. Thirdly, the
moderators were more experienced in doing the debrief than in FG1, as it was the second game simulation.
Finally, the debrief in FG2 was held in English, so the author and designer of the game could explain in
detail the underlying principles of the game.
Table 14. Game evaluation by participants per FG session.1

The game helped me to understand the
functioning of the TCA proposal.
The game gave me an idea of how
much my mobility choices affect
general transport generated impacts.
The game helped me to understand the
complexity of the various transport
needs of the different players.
Taking part in the game has increased
my interest in urban mobility projects.

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

FG1

2

0

7

FG2

0

0

5

Total

2

0

12

FG1

3

2

4

FG2

0

0

5

Total

3

2

9

FG1

3

2

4

FG2

0

0

5

Total

3

2

9

FG1

2

1

6

FG2

2

1

2

Total

4

2

8

1

Initially, five answer categories were assigned to the game evaluation questions. To deal with the limited available
observations, it was chosen to group the categories ‘Strongly disagree’ and ‘Disagree’, as well as ‘Strongly agree’ and
‘Agree’. The same modification was applied in Table 8.
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Taking part in the game has made me
more aware of urban mobility projects.

I would like to be involved in more
mobility-related projects.

FG1

4

1

4

FG2

2

0

3

Total

6

1

7

FG1

1

0

8

FG2

0

1

4

Total

1

1

12

Table 14 summarises the evaluation as filled out by the participants after the game. The first three questions
considered the added value of the game. Here, the participants from FG1 were more divided in their opinion
than the FG2 participants. Participants experienced that the game helped with understanding how TCA
would function if it were to be implemented in real-life. In FG1, the players were not entirely convinced by
how the game conceptualised the transport generated impacts and the complexity of various transport needs
of different players. A possible explanation is the lack of a successful debrief. Moreover, participants were
not all encouraged by the game to become more aware or interested in urban mobility projects. The fact
that most players would like to be involved in more mobility-related projects might indicate that they
enjoyed playing the game. Although, also group discussion and the introductory might have been influential
in this respect.
4.5

Synthesis

The structure by which the results are shown in this chapter, allow for the analysis of this diverse and
complex dataset. The key findings are summarised in this paragraph.
The group discussions enabled to conclude on the main results from both questionnaires as follows:
−

Many participants criticise the proposed TCA model, due to perceived issues with equity,
effectiveness to limit negative externalities or the lack of supplementary of policy provisions.

−

Participants are not satisfied with the condition of the PT system and to a lesser extent with road
infrastructure. Toll revenues should be used for network extension, accessible ticketing system and
comfort improvements.

−

The toll differentiation in the TCA proposal is criticised for low-pollutant vehicles, as it would
favour affluent population groups. Discounts on the rate would be more appropriate for residents
and business owners.

−

Participants were predominantly worried about the effects of air pollution in the city, which justifies
the rationality to introduce a new policy to limit motorised traffic.

−

Most participants agree that the aim to encourage bicycle usage fails due to lacking traffic safety.
Investments in public space and infrastructure are necessary to promote sustainable mobility (PT
and cycling).
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Moreover, the ATMSG-analysis of the SG learned that the following aspects are in line with the abovepresented findings:
−

The game confirms the domination of cars in the Turin. It was regardless of the active scenario the
most effective transport mode in terms of reached destinations. As variable costs are low in
comparison to the car’s movement potential, one can conclude that TCA is not far-reaching enough
for stimulating PT and the bicycle as competitive alternatives.

−

Analysis of the gameplay approves the aim of representing the city-entre as a significant pole of
attraction. Destinations within this area – especially the primary ones – were reached more often
than destinations outside the area.

−

The game learns that with the prerequisite of adequate infrastructure provision, PT is a reasonable
competitive mode. However, players argued that in relation to the current condition of PT in Turin,
the game is not representative of reality.

−

Participants agree that the game helps to understand the functioning of TCA, and to a lower level
the generation of transport impacts and how these are the results of differentiated needs and modes
of other players.

Finally, Table 15 provides an overview of the extent to which the different FG session elements taught the
participants on the TCA proposal. In FG1, the introductory lecture was graded best, while the game received
a relatively low grade. The scores differed less in FG2, where the group discussion was graded best. Due
to differences in FG structure, it can be argued that the SG can better teach participants in a smaller group
setting. Also, each participant taking part in both the ZTL and TCA simulation most likely played a role in
the improved grading.
Table 15. The extent to which the FG elements taught participants about TCA1.

1

N

Introductory lecture

SG

Group discussion

FG1

9

4.8

3.3

4.6

FG2

5

4.2

4.2

4.8

Total

14

4.6

3.6

4.7

The used scale is 1 (learned nothing) to 5 (learned a lot).
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5 Discussion and conclusion
This final chapter will discuss the questions posed in paragraph 1.3 in order to provide an answer to the
central research question. Moreover, the limitations of this research are debated and recommendations for
theory development and practical usage of SGs are made.

5.1

Discussion of results in relation to the research questions

5.1.1 Operationalisation of GTC and external costs in the game (RQ1)
GTC and external costs together account for the total costs of transportation (Emmerink et al., 1995).
According to Van Wee et al. (2013), GTC consist of travel time, monetary costs and effort imposed on an
individual for travelling. External costs account for the non-monetary costs of congestion, environmental
pollution and traffic accidents. These concepts were operationalised while taking account of the data that
could be extracted from the player’s actions in the game. The movement of players on the board was tracked
using board coordinates, which allowed for tracking player locations, segments travelled, and destinations
reached over the different rounds of the game.
Travel time was operationalised as an efficiency measure: the average distance needed for a player
to travel between destinations. It was assumed that the more segments potentially could be travelled in a
round, the faster the mode and the lower the travel time. However, player behaviour showed that a more
substantial movement potential – especially for car users – leads to lower efficiency in terms of travelled
segments. However, the actual unit of time in the game is one round. Therefore, a more appropriate measure
would include a fraction of the average number of rounds needed to travel between destinations.
Monetary costs are transport mode-specific and were applied as a result of costs and benefits,
represented in a monetary budget. This was the central indicator of the in-game objective of earning the
most money and stimulated competition among players. Travel costs were only imposed on players using
the car (optional charge in TCA scenario) and PT (ticket price). In FG2, fuel costs were added to provide a
more comprehensive reflection of total GTC, which did not lead to a competitive disadvantage for the car.
Finally, for reasons of stimulating competition among players, money could be lost when players failed to
reach their two compulsory destinations.
Modelling the concept of effort was difficult as its experience is subjective and transport-mode
specific. As an example, indicators influencing the effort of PT travel are discomfort, stress, reliability,
physical effort, availability of information and feeling of safety (Van Wee et al., 2013). Travel effort was
therefore discussed per transport mode in relation to its real-world representativeness in the game debrief
and is therefore not a directly relevant game-based indicator.
The measure for congestion was updated after FG1 and was finally modelled as the intermediate
distance between players: the lower this distance, the higher the congestion rate. It was argued that if players
were closer to each other they would encounter hindrance to executing their movement strategies. Although
the measure gave insight into the fluctuation of mutual proximity during the game, players only rarely
needed to adapt their movement strategy according to imposed congestion. Environmental pollution was
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expressed in the game as air pollution through NOx, CO and CO2 emissions, which are the main pollutants
in Turin. Obviously, the emissions differed per transport mode and were therefore calculated as a product
of emission per segment and distance travelled. Given the movement potentials and emissions of the
different modes, the calculated values show the well-known paradigm that the private car is a major
pollutant compared to other modes. Traffic accidents were measured as the probability of an accident to
occur. The revision after FG1 modelled this indicator as differentiated probabilities per transport mode per
travelled segment for a deathly or serious accident to occur. For the latter two external cost indicators, one
can argue that assumption that limited mobility during – or, the number of segments travelled – diminished
these costs.
In conclusion, the FG1 experience learned that it was hard to provide a comparison between the
impact of both ZTL and TCA on the transport cost indicators. Therefore, all imposed costs were monetised
and plotted in a welfare analysis, spread out over the rounds of the game. According to Emmerink et al.
(1995), road pricing aims to internalise the congestion externality by imposing a tax which is equal to the
difference between GTC and external transport costs. The simulation in FG2 learned that TCA failed to
reach this objective. Although the total costs were lower in the ZTL scenario, the external costs were only
partially covered by the toll. This game-based indicator serves as a helpful summary of the learning goal,
as it places scenario effects in one comprehensive overview.
5.1.2 Learning from the serious game (RQ2)
In-game learning practices were discovered using ATMSG analysis. The game’s general learning objective
contained the involvement of the participant in a simulation of the policy conversion from ZTL to TCA
while learning about the potential effects on daily mobility – expressed through the GTC. Moreover, the
participant learned how individual travel behaviour generates external costs for society and how restrictive
traffic policy scenarios can influence these effects. The analysis discovered five different game sequence
nodes, being: transport modes, travel diaries, player movements, destination rewards and costs, and game
debriefs. I will analyse what has been learned in these nodes in relation to their respective learning
objectives.
Transport modes – The player thinks about transport mode payoffs and decides which mode will be used
to maximise performance. The FG1 game simulation learned that when players were free to choose their
own modes, the car was rather unpopular. It should be acknowledged that the game simulation took place
after an introductory lecture providing information on motorised traffic impacts and a group discussion in
which car-use was critically debated. One can argue that this might have influenced the player’s
preferences, due to what Nonaka (1994) describes as the internalisation of knowledge. A pre-set distribution
of modes was necessary to reflect car dominancy in Turin to illustrate the impact of different policy
scenarios for limiting car-use. Based on this understanding, one could advocate that game simulation should
take place in an earlier FG stage to prevent biased mode-choices because of the adverse effects of car-use
that were emphasised earlier. Due to sequential scenario simulation, the mode distribution process in FG2
was more smoothly as players could play with two different modes.
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Travel diaries – The player plans a movement strategy to maximise performance by considering
destination rewards and individual travel costs. One of the main underlying assumptions of the game is
that the TRZ is the central pole of attraction. This was modelled into the game through the differentiation
of destination rewards, where destinations with the highest rewards were primarily allocated to the TRZ. A
relative frequency distribution analysis of reached destinations showed that the most attractive destinations
were located inside the TRZ. There were insignificant differences between the active scenarios or the
transport modes. Regarding the learning goal, these results imply that the introduction of TCA, although it
imposes extra individual costs, has a minor influence on the players’ chosen movement strategy.
Movement – The player makes a move on the gameboard each round. As destinations are spatially
distributed and colleague players occupy the board too, players are encouraged to think several steps
ahead. Individual gameplay analysis gave insight into the player’s understanding of the movement potential
per mode. The car and the bicycle were the most straightforward in terms of use, which was confirmed by
the player’s movements. One player proved that PT could potentially be used as effectively as the car,
which is arguably not fully representative of reality. However, it was also noticed that PT was a complicated
mode to use, as some participants did not fully understand this potential given their low performance. In
terms of making movement strategies, most players initially went for destinations outside the TRZ,
regardless of the active scenario. The apparent explanation for this phenomenon is that players tended to
avoid the TRZ during the operational rounds of the scenario. Another explanation might be that most
destinations with higher values were concentrated in the TRZ, which makes it attractive to visit them all at
once. One can argue that player interaction only played a minor role in the game, as only occasionally
players needed to adapt their strategy according to the other players' movements. To make player interaction
more critical – for instance, to make apparent congestion impacts – several solutions can be suggested. 1)
the game board could be designed larger; 2) more players could be included in the game 3) the PT network
could be merged with the road network.
Destination rewards and costs – The player is encouraged to travel efficiently to prevent individual
travel costs to outbalance destination rewards. The differentiation of destination rewards, the position of
– especially compulsory – destinations and the active scenario were the main determinants of the player’s
movement strategies. Next to the fixed factors of network configuration and mode distribution, these
mechanisms indirectly intervened in the monetary costs of travel. This urged the choice for an efficient path
to minimise travel costs and to compete in the game. In the context of the feedback-cycle of Wegener and
Fürst (1999), such interventions in the transport system and land-uses influenced player’s mobility demand,
and thus their movement strategy.
Considering rewards, the car reached most destinations, followed by the PT and bicycle. This s
straightforward given their movement potentials. For all modes, the most destinations within the TRZ are
reached in the TCA scenario. This can be explained because cars might have aimed to optimally use their
tax investment to diminish these costs by reaching high-value destinations on a smaller surface. Pondering
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costs, GTC is the highest for PT users in the ZTL scenario. In the TCA scenario, this was the case for the
car. The introduction of fuel costs did affect car movement behaviour, most likely because these costs were
relatively low in comparison to how many destinations could be reached and the high variable costs for
competing PT users.
Debriefs – The player is encouraged to evaluate, critique and get an understanding of the effect of the
different policy scenarios on the gameplay, how individual and collective costs are generated, and how
these findings could be related to real-world contexts. The debrief presentation on GTC and external costs
generated throughout the game simulation was used to instigate a discussion. Participants were curious to
learn about the calculation of external cost indicators to understand how these effects emerge in real-life
and if the game is representative in that respect. By these practices of reflection and sharing, they were
enabled to convert the game experience into learning (Crookall, 2010). Moreover, in terms of transport
modes, car demonstration was perceived well. It showed that TCA is not able to limit car use, and therefore
confirmed the assertive bias of the group discussion of it being an inappropriate measure. Players were
more critical about PT potential, as it would be too competitive to the car in comparison to reality. From a
researcher’s perspective, a comparison of FG1 and FG2 game debriefs showed that a sequential scenario
simulation with a small group of participants was crucial for its effectiveness to instigate learning.
5.1.3 Learning from the group discussion (RQ3)
The learning that emerged in the group discussion can be summarised as ‘social learning’ (Reed et al.,
2010). Like anticipated by the work of Richardson et al. (1995), participants interacted through expressing
experiences, attitudes and beliefs about transportation in Turin, with particular attention to the introduction
of TCA. Primarily, the discussion consisted of joint problem analysis and the discovery of potential
pathways to improve and expand the TCA policy. The problem analysis focused on the adverse external
effects of motorised traffic in Turin, and institutional and practical complexity for implementation of the
scheme. As a result, suggestions were made to adapt the TCA model and complement the scheme with
alternative policies to more effectively achieve the desired municipal objectives. In the light of PSS theory,
one can argue that the group discussion naturally evolved into a collaborative planning practice, due to
emerged brainstorm for potential strategies to improve TCA (Innes & Booher, 1999). The latter cannot be
separated from the introductory lecture, which equipped participants with the essential knowledge about
TCA specifications to take part in the discussion. Despite the flexible discussion format and divergent ideas
of participants, it was rated the FG element which taught participants most about TCA.
5.1.4 Attitudinal change and learning about road pricing (RQ4)
Based on the assumption that improved knowledge can change attitude, the attitudinal change towards road
pricing policies was tested through control questions in two questionnaires. The sample size did not allow
for statistical analysis of directional attitudinal change. Therefore, it was chosen to illustratively discuss
these trends. A mutation frequency analysis was used to discover in which themes participants changed
their attitude. This analysis showed that most changes were established in the perception of traffic accidents
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in Turin and the willingness to pay for noise pollution. The least change was accounted for by the perception
and willingness-to-pay for a reduction of air pollution, as the problem was already broadly recognised –
also during the group discussion. The change of agreement with the TCA policy was limited and rather
divided among participants. To conclude, FG instigated learning about road pricing policies is – given the
scale of this research – best described by mutation frequency of attitudinal change to illustrate the subjects
of improved knowledge

5.2

Main conclusion

In continuation of the discussion in 5.1, I will provide an answer to the central research question:
How can the employment of a serious game instigate learning processes among FG participants about the
rationality to introduce TCA as a replacement policy to ZTL in the city of Turin?
The SG employed in this research was designed to be used by FG participants, being representatives of
stakeholders living, working, doing business or recreating in the city-centre. This group is likely to be
affected by the policy conversion as ZTL and TCA specifically target this area. For this reason, the SG was
built from a transport system user perspective. The game imitated Turin’s transport system through the
inclusion of origins, destinations, networks and a central TRZ on a gameboard. Using car, PT and bicycle
as transport modes, participants could simulate a journey on the board to fulfil their travel needs. ZTL and
TCA are restrictive policies for motorised traffic and therefore were translated into two different game
scenarios. Here, the car was either subject to an access ban (ZTL) or an entrance fee (TCA) to enter the
TRZ This affected a player’s mobility on the board.
The learning process which was aimed to be instigated by the game focused on illustrating the
potential effects the policies could have on the GTC and the external costs of travel. By distinguishing
between these costs, it was pursued to teach participants about the rationality to introduce TCA: Turin’s
municipal administration aims to reduce congestion, air and noise pollution, and to increase overall
liveability in the city-centre. The generalisation of GTC and external costs into monetary costs enabled to
illustrate the economic-welfare principle of road pricing: motorists pay for the costs they impose to society
(Rouwendal & Verhoef, 2006). Participants learned that transport modes contribute to a different degree to
the generation of negative externalities. Therefore, increased resistance of motorised vehicle-usage could
positively influence the functioning of system-wide transportation (Hilbers et al., 2007). In other words: by
increasing its GTC, the car as a mode becomes less attractive, which makes alternative modes more
competitive. Doing so, the totally generated externalities of transport become less. However, the SG
simulation learned that the toll resistance provided by TCA did not make a difference in total transport costs
in comparison to ZTL.
One must acknowledge that the SG model remains a simplified representation of reality. The
findings of this research imply that the integration of SG simulation in an FG was essential for its ability to
instigate learning. The data-driven introductory lecture provided participants with explicit knowledge to
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participate in the group discussion, where this knowledge was internalised. Finally, the SG functioned as a
bridging mechanism between theory and practice as it combined the simulation of daily mobility – while
distinguishing between ZTL and TCA – with the generated impacts transportation has on society.
Considering the work of Nonaka (1994), the shared experience of playing the game led to the socialisation
of knowledge. The gained tacit knowledge was externalised during the debriefs through the reflection on
the gameplay and by relating it to the real-world context of Turin.

5.3

Critical reflection and limitations

The investigation provided sufficient basis to provide a global answer to the central research question. The
instigation of learning was assessed by the attitudinal change due to knowledge improvements. However,
this attitudinal change was caused by a single or a combination of the different FG elements. By
investigating only what could be learned from the SG and the group discussion, as was done in this study,
the question of causality remains unanswered. Although learning is a complex process which is hard to
measure, it must be acknowledged that this is a major pitfall in the internal validity of this research.
Two shortcomings should be addressed regarding the use of methods in this research. First, the
composition of the FG sample might not be completely representing the selection aimed for, considering
the phenomenon of rational ignorance, which emerges in public participatory planning. It is defined as the
‘ignorance about an issue […] when the cost of educating oneself about the issue sufficiently to make an
informed decision, can outweigh any potential benefit one could reasonably expect to gain from that
decision, and so it would be irrational to waste time doing so’ (Krek et al., 2005). Taking this notion into
account, the benefit for strong TCA opponents to participate is rather low, as the FG only provided a
platform to learn, discuss and virtually experience TCA introduction. Second, the SG design was built from
a transport-economic perspective to give participants an impression of what the impact of two policies could
be on GTC and external costs. However, it should be noted that the developed model made various
assumptions to reduce complexity and improve playability. Therefore, when the SG is to be repeated in
other contexts and used for learning rather than experimental research purposes, it is desirable to verify the
model from a transport engineering approach for an honest comparison of ZTL and TCA.
Implications for data collection mainly emerged due to language barriers and unfamiliarity with
the research environment by the author. Considering the conceptual framework of Fern (2001), only the
research setting, and to a limited extent, the group composition could be taken care of by the author in
advance. Therefore, the group discussion was mainly evaluated based on translated transcripts. Moreover,
since the FG served two separate research inquiries, the coordination of questionnaire designs with research
colleagues was not always straightforward. Better alignment of the ex-ante and ex-post questionnaire
designs would have improved the comparison for assessing attitudinal change and knowledge
improvements.
Finally, the external validity of this research relies on the insights provided in experimental SG
design for policy learning. The research confirms the statement of Gugerell et al. (2017), that SGs should
be integrated into a comprehensive learning process to reflect on game experiences to make the simulation
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meaningful for real-world contexts. I add to this discussion that complementary practices focusing on the
combination and socialisation of knowledge help to instigate learning through the game. The gained results
focusing on the content of the policy transformation have too little statistical power to serve as a theoretical
foundation for further research. Nevertheless, the results can be used to test hypotheses of road pricing in
relation to learning or to further develop Traffixed or a new SG.

5.4

Recommendations

The discussion provided in this chapter will be finalised by providing a set of recommendations for the
theoretical development of SGs for policy learning:
−

This investigation tested what could be learned from SGs and group discussion in an FG context.
Future research could focus on discovering more specific learning factors that emerge from SGs in
the context of road pricing.

−

This study focused only on the case of Turin. By replicating the research in different social,
economic or political contexts the results gained from this research might differ. Therefore, it would
be interesting to investigate from a comparative perspective if SGs instigate similar learning
processes in different contexts.

Moreover, several recommendations can be made for the further development of Traffixed, and its use or
use of comparable alternatives in praxis:
−

The FG process needs to be repeated more often to streamline the different elements and to make
the extrapolation of participant’s gaming experiences to real-world situations more realistic.

−

The SG perspective of the transport system user can be shifted to different actors in the decisionmaking process. By negotiating for optimal outcomes, players learn about different perspectives
which could change attitudes due to knowledge socialisation. In terms of real-world
representativeness, this would make the game less dependent on a separate group discussion.

−

In the Turin case, one can question the communication strategy of the municipal administration of
presenting an uncomprehensive proposal, which was immediately criticised by the public.
Administrations making use of SGs should carefully define their motivation or rationality to
implement a controversial measure like TCA, which theoretically increases the acceptability of the
scheme (Dieplinger & Fürst, 2014). Moreover, for the effective use of SGs, it potentially eliminates
scepticism towards a rather unknown methodology in participatory planning,
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Appendix A. Game components

A1. Travel diaries (exemplary)

Travel diary
Compulsory

Travel diary
Facultative

Compulsory

Facultative

Train station – €4

Hospital – €4

Hospital – €4

Train station – €4

Factory – €4

Office – €4

School – €4

Office – €4

Cinema – €2

Cinema – €2

Museum – €2

Museum – €2

Park – €2

Park – €2

Restaurant – €2

Restaurant – €2

Stadium – €2

Stadium – €2

Tennis– €2

Tennis– €2

School – €4

Factory – €4

Supermarket – €4

Supermarket – €4

Travel diary
Compulsory

Facultative

Office – €4

Train station – €4

Supermarket - €4

Hospital – €4
Cinema – €2
Museum – €2
Park – €2
Restaurant – €2
Stadium – €2
Tennis– €2
Factory – €4
School– €4
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A2. Gameboard design
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A3. Gameboard coordinates
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Appendix B. Questionnaire designs

B1. Ex-ante questionnaire
Introductory questionnaire focus group
Through participation in the focus group and the completion of pre and post questionnaires, it is aimed to
investigate how the reform proposal of the current ZTL in ‘Torino Centro Aperto’ is perceived and
considered by you. All the data collected through the questionnaires, the audio-recording of the discussion
and any photographs will be treated in accordance with article 14 of the EU regulation n. 679/2016 (General
data protection regulation, hereinafter "GDPR").
I give my consent for the audio recording during the event.

I consent to the processing of data as specified in the information available.

I understood the aims of the research.





Yes

No





Yes

No





Yes

No

…
Q1

I try to limit my impact on the environment (energy saving, separate collection, sustainable
mobility, food consumption, etc.)
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q2

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Noise pollution in the city of Turin is dangerous to health.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree
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Q3

Air pollution in the city of Turin is dangerous to health.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q4

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

I would be willing to limit my car journeys in order to reduce congestion.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q6



Traffic accidents are a significant problem for the city of Turin.
1

Q5

5

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

I would be willing to limit my car journeys in order to reduce air pollution.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q7

The graph below shows the contribution of different sectors to polluting emissions
of PM10 in the city of Turin. To which sector would assign the different percentages?
Sectors:
1. Heating
2. Industry
3. Transport
4. Other
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Q8

Q9

How much would you be willing to pay extra each month to reduce the travel time for your most
frequent journey by 25%? (Consider only the outward journey).










€0

€1.25

€2.50

€3.75

€5

How much would you be willing to pay each month for a 30% reduction in air pollution in the
city of Turin?
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€30

€35

€40

€45

€50

Q10 How much would you be willing to pay each month for a 30% reduction in noise pollution in the
city of Turin?






















€0

€5

€10

€15

€20

€25

€30

€35

€40

€45

€50

Q11 How do you judge the liveability of shared public spaces in Turin?
1

2

3

4

Very
unsatisfactory

5



Very
satisfactory

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Very
satisfactory

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Very
satisfactory

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q12 What do you think of driving in Turin?
1

2

3

4

Very
unsatisfactory

Q13 How do you rate the public transport service in Turin?
1

2

3

4

Very
unsatisfactory

Q14 How do you judge the current central ZTL system in Turin (active Mon-Fri, 7:30 – 10: 30)?
1

2

3

4

Very
unsatisfactory
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5



Very
satisfactory

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q15

What did you hear about the proposed reform of the ZTL, ‘Torino Centro Aperto’? (e.g. purpose,
extension, characteristics of operation, duration, cost ...)

Q16 How do you judge the Torino Centro Aperto proposal?
1

2

3

4

Very
unsatisfactory

5



Very
satisfactory

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

…
Personal information
Q17

Name

Q18

Year of birth

Q19

What is your place of residence? If you prefer, indicate a reference point (e.g. Piazza Bernini,
Ospedale Mauriziano ...) instead of the address.

Q20

What is your highest obtained educational degree?
 Lower secondary school

 Bachelor’s degree

 High school

 Master’s degree (secondary level) or higher
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 Some university exams (no degree obtained)
Q21

 Other

What is your occupation?
 Full-time employee

 Housekeeper

 Part-time employee

 Student

 Self-employed

 Retired

 Unemployed or looking for a job
Q22

How many people, including yourself, live within your household?

Q23

Are there minors in your household?

 Yes

 No

 Yes

 No

If yes, can you kindly indicate their age?

Q24

Do you have a B driving license?

Q25

How many cars are available within your household? (including company/ leased cars)

Q26

What is the monthly net income of your household?
 Less than €1,000

 €4,000 – €5,000

 €1,000 – €2,000

 More than €5,000

 €2,001 – €3,000

 I prefer not to answer.

 €3,001 – €4,000
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B2. Post-ante questionnaire
Final questionnaire of the focus group
First name
…

Q1

In order to reduce the number of car journeys in Turin, it would be necessary to introduce a toll
for cars wishing to access the city centre.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q2

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

In order to reduce congestion in Turin, a toll should be introduced for car drivers wishing to access
the city centre (such as in London).
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q4



In order to reduce air pollution in Turin, a toll should be introduced for cars drivers wishing to
access the city centre (such as in Milan).
1

Q3

5

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

In order to reduce air pollution in Turin, it would be necessary to introduce an extended ZTL
model (e.g. time slot 7 – 19h).
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree
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5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q5

In order to reduce the traffic crossing the centre of Turin, one should introduce an extended ZTL
model (e.g. time slot 7 - 19).
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q6

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

To what extent do you agree with the introduction of Torino Centro Aperto? Please mark a place
on the axis which expresses your opinion best.

Disagree
Q7

Agree

Noise pollution in the city of Turin is dangerous to health.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q8



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Air pollution in the city of Turin is dangerous to health.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q9

5

Traffic accidents are a major problem for the city of Turin.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q10 Toll revenues should be used to improve the public transport service in Turin.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree
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5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q11 Toll revenues should be used to improve road conditions in Turin.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q12 Low-income people should get a reduction on the toll rate.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q13 Less polluting cars should get a reduction on the toll rate.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q14 Residents within the LTZ should get a reduction on the toll rate.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q15 Business owners located in LTZs should get a reduction on toll rate
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

Q16 How much would you be willing to pay extra each month to reduce the travel time for your most
frequent journey by 25%? (Consider only the outward journey).










€0

€1.25

€2.50

€3.75

€5
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Q17 How much would you be willing to pay each month for a 30% reduction in air pollution in the
city of Turin?
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Q18 How much would you be willing to pay each month for a 30% reduction in noise pollution in the
city of Turin?
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…

Q19 The game helped me to understand the functioning of the "Torino Centro Aperto" proposal.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q20 The game gave me an idea of how much my mobility choices affect general transport generated
impacts.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q21 The game helped me to understand the complexity of the various transport needs of the different
players.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q22 Taking part in the game has increased my interest in urban mobility projects.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree
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5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q23 Taking part in the game has made me more aware of urban mobility projects.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

5



Strongly
agree

Without
opinion/ I do
not know

Q24 I would like to be involved in more mobility-related projects.
1

2

3

4

Strongly
disagree

…

Q25

Please provide a rating from 1 to 5 on how much the different activities of this focus group allowed
you to better understand the ‘Torino Centro Aperto’
Introductory presentation
Game
Discussion
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Appendix C. Focus group participants

C1. Demographic characteristics
Name

Age

Education level

Occupation

HH members

HH minors

Driving license

Cars HH

HH income

FG1
FG1_A

57

Master’s degree or higher

Self-employed

1

No

Yes

1

€1,001 – €2,000

FG1_B

21

Some university exams (no degree)

Student

4

Yes, 17

Yes

2

€2,001 – €3,000

FG1_C

47

Master’s degree or higher

Full-time employee

3

Yes, 9

Yes

1

€4,001 – €5,000

FG1_D

45

Master’s degree or higher

Full-time employee

3

Yes, 4

Yes

1

€3,001 – €4,000

FG1_E

22

Some university exams (no degree)

Student

1

No

Yes

0

More than €5,000

FG1_F

26

Master’s degree or higher

Full-time employee

3

No

Yes

2

€4,001 – €5,000

FG1_G

77

Master’s degree or higher

Retired

3

No

Yes

2

€4,001 – €5,000

FG1_H

79

Retired

2

Yes

Yes

1

FG1_I

22

Bachelor’s degree

Student

4

No

Yes

4

More than €5,000

FG1_J

56

Bachelor’s degree

Full-time employee

4

No

Yes

2

€2,001 – €3,000

FG1_K

60

Lower secondary school

Retired

3

No

Yes

2

Prefer no answer

FG1_L

47

Master’s degree or higher

Unemployed/looking for a job

2

No

Yes

1

Prefer no answer

FG1_M

47

Self-employed

5

Yes, 7;11

Yes

0

FG2
FG2_A

30

Master’s degree or higher

Self-employed

2

No

Yes

1

€2,001 – €3,000

FG2_B

32

Master’s degree or higher

Unemployed/looking for a job

1

No

Yes

0

Prefer no answer

FG2_C

26

Bachelor’s degree

Student

1

No

Yes

0

Prefer no answer

FG2_D

26

Bachelor’s degree

Student

4

No

Yes

1

€1,001 – €2,000

FG2_E

60

High school

Full-time employee

2

No

Yes

2

€3,001 – €4,000
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C2. Travel customs
Name

Occupancy

Most frequent
destination

Travel motive

Most frequent
transport mode

Transport mode motive

ZTL
travel
motive

ZTL travel
frequency

ZTL
transport
mode

To go to construction sites

Residence

Daily

Walking

Occasionally

Metro /
car

FG1
FG1_A

Architect

Outside the city centre

FG1_B

Engineering
student
Public
employee
municipality
Teacher
high school
Student
philosophy
Consultant
European
projects and
tenders

Politecnico Corso Duca
Degli Abruzzi

Studies

PT (metro)

Comfort / convenience

Leisure /
nightlife

ZTL - City hall

Work

Car

Other modes not satisfying

Work

Daily

Car

Piazza Vittorio

Work

PT

PT more convenient than
bicycle sharing

Work

Daily

PT

Outside the city centre

Personal
commitments

PT

Residence

Daily

Walking /
PT

Corso Stati Uniti /
Grugliasco

Work

Car

PT not satisfying and
carpooling with mother

Leisure

Bicycle

Convenience

Leisure

Bicycle

Studies /
Sports

Bicycle

FG1_C

FG1_D
FG1_E
FG1_F

FG1_G

Retired

FG1_H
Retired
FG1_I

Engineering
student

No most frequent
destination
No most frequent
destination / Monferrato
and Bardonecchia (car)
Politecnico Corso Duca
Degli Abruzzi / CUS
Piazza Zara

Work

Walking / Car

FG1_J

FG1_K
FG1_L
FG1_M

Educator

Mirafiori Sud

Work

Bicycle / Walking

Retired /
Housekeeper
Unemployed
/ Student
Shopkeeper
tailor

No most frequent
destination

Variable

Car + PT (only
metro)

Campus Einaudi

Studies

Bicycle / Walking

ZTL - Shop Via
Garibaldi

Work

Bicycle
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Convenience and PT not
satisfying
Sustainability, car used by
other family member and likes
walking
No convenient PT in residential
area

Convenience

PT

Residence

Daily

Bicycle

Occasionally

PT

None

Almost never

None

Residence

Daily

Walking /
Bicycle

Residence

Daily

Bicycle

Name

Occupancy

Most frequent destination

Travel
motive

Most frequent
transport mode
FG2

FG2_A
FG2_B
FG2_C
FG2_D
FG2_E
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Transport mode motive

ZTL travel
motive

ZTL travel
frequency

ZTL
transport
mode

Appendix D. ATMSG analysis

Step 1: Identify and describe activities in the activity network
Activity

Subject

Description

Gaming

Citizens living in the Turin

The objective of the game is to earn money by reaching destinations in the virtual urban network. Players use

Metropolitan area

different transportation modes, which all have different payoffs in terms of movement capacity, individual and
collective travel costs. The game environment is designed to represent the transport network of Turin in a
simplified way, in which the central TRZ (ZTL/TCA) is emphasised.

Learning

Citizens living in the Turin
Metropolitan area

The subject is engaged in the game to learn about how the policy conversion from ZTL to TCA might affect
his or her daily mobility (individual travel costs). Moreover, they learn how their own travel behaviour
generates external effects, such as congestion, environmental pollution and traffic accidents (collective costs),
and how restrictive and road pricing policies can influence these effects.

Instruction

Researchers

The game aims to familiarise citizens with the new TCA policy and accessibility in general. By reducing the
complexity of reality, the game seeks to explain the general rationale behind the TCA policy introduction. The
game is part of an FG on learning about TCA and the researchers test whether the game can be used as an
additional learning instrument for participants.

Step 2: Represent game sequence
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Instruction

Learning

Gaming

Step 3: Identify actions; tools and objectives.
1. Choose
transport mode

2. Receive travel
diary

3. Movement

4. Destination
reward

5. Travel cost

Actions

Customise;
Plan/strategy

Read information

Tools

Roles

Randomisation

Movement;
target; tactical
manoeuvre
Grids; position in
space; game
modes

Collect; manage
resources; tactical
manoeuvre
Virtual money

Manage
resources; tactical
manoeuvre
Virtual money;
game modes;
penalties

Goals

Configure game

Discover goal

Maximise
performance;

Maximise
performance;

Actions

Analyse;
compare; discuss;
decide

Form goal; plan

Perform an
action; predict

Maximise
performance;
collect resources
Calculate;
perform action

Calculate;
perform action

Tools

Debate

Standards;
checklist

Graphics (game
board)

Challenge; rules

Challenge; rules

Goals

Internalising
values

Perception
(awareness)

Active
experimentation;
application

Understanding;
receiving
phenomena

Understanding;
receiving
phenomena

Actions
Tools
Goals

Present problem
Help text
Inform learner of
objective

Present material
Checklists; story
Inform learner of
objective
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6. End of turn

7. Debrief
discussion on
performance
See performance
evaluation
Achievements;
leader boards;
performance
records; rewards
Maximise
performance
Relate; convert;
discuss;
generalise;
interpret; analyse;
critique; decide;
justify; evaluate
Diagrams;
graphed
information;
graphs
Understanding;
analysing;
perception
(awareness);
reflective
observation

Step 4: Description of implementations
Game sequence node

Gaming

Choose transport mode

The player chooses a transport
mode in consultation with
other players.

Receive travel diary

The player receives a travel
diary consisting of compulsory
and facultative destinations
during the game.

Movement

The player moves its pawn
over the board. The
gameboard interface
constrains the movement for
different transport modes.

Destination rewards

Players receive monetary
rewards for reaching
destinations. Rewards differ,
which makes specific
destinations more attractive
than others.

Travel costs

Players make individual travel
costs for moving over the
gameboard according to their
chosen transport mode.

End of turn

After a player reached the
movement capacity of its
mode or has reached a
destination, the turn ends.

–

–

In a plenary debrief, the
researcher discusses gameplay
with the players. Attention is
paid to individual and
collective performance.

The player is encouraged to
evaluate, critique and get an
understanding of the effect of
the different policy scenarios
on the gameplay, and how
individual and collective costs
are generated, and how these
findings could be related to
real-world contexts.

Assessment of player and
collective performance reveals
the winner of the game and
gives feedback on individual
and collective travel costs.

Discussion on
performance
(Debrief)

Learning
The player thinks about
transport mode payoffs and
decides which mode will be
used to maximise
performance.
The player plans a movement
strategy to maximise
performance by considering
destination rewards and
individual travel costs.
The player makes a move over
the board each round. As
destinations are distributed
over the board and colleague
players occupy the board,
players are encouraged to
think several steps ahead.
The player is encouraged to
reach as many destinations
possible. However, the actions
of other players they need to
be considered to optimise the
budget
The player is encouraged to
travel efficiently to prevent
individual travel costs to
outbalance destination
rewards.
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Instruction
An instructive presentation is
used to inform players about
the transport mode payoffs.
No verbose explanations are
given. The travel diaries
directly influence a player’s
strategy.

–

–

–

Price in €

Appendix E. Questionnaire results
€ 50
€ 45
€ 40
€ 35
€ 30
€ 25
€ 20
€ 15
€ 10
€5
€-

Participants
Air pollution (ex-ante)

Air pollution (ex-post)

Noise pollution (ex-ante)

Noise pollution (ex-post)

Figure 28. Willingness to pay for a 30% reduction of air and noise pollution in Turin.

Price in €

€ 5.00
€ 3.75
€ 2.50
Ex-ante
€ 1.25

Ex-post

€-

Participants
Figure 29. Participants’ willingness-to-pay extra each month for travel time reduction of 25% on most frequent trip.
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Table 16. Perception of negative transport externalities in Turin among FG participants9.
Noise pollution in the city
of Turin is dangerous to
health.
Ex-ante

Ex-post

Air pollution in the city of
Turin is dangerous to
health.
Ex-ante

Traffic accidents are a
major problem for the city
of Turin.

Ex-post

Ex-ante

Ex-post

5

5

4

FG1
FG1_A

5

5

5

FG1_B
FG1_C

4

3

5

4

3

3

3

n.d.

5

n.d.

2

n.d.

FG1_D

5

5

5

5

5

5

FG1_E

5

5

5

5

5

5

FG1_F

4

5

5

5

3

3

FG1_G

5

5

5

5

5

4

FG1_H

4

4

4

5

n.d.

n.d.

FG1_I

5

4

5

5

5

5

FG1_J

5

5

5

5

4

5

FG1_K

5

5

5

5

5

5

FG1_L

4

5

5

5

n.d.

3

FG1_M

5

5

5

5

4

5

µ FG1

4.67

4.67

4.92

4.92

4.40

4.40

 FG2

0.47

0.62

0.28

0.28

0.80

0.80

FG2
FG2_A

4

5

5

5

4

5

FG2_B

4

5

5

5

4

5

FG2_C

3

4

5

5

5

5

FG2_D

5

5

5

5

4

5

FG2_E

4

4

4

4

5

5

µ FG2

4.00

4.60

4.80

4.80

4.40

5.00

 FG2

0.63

0.49

0.40

0.40

0.49

0.00

µ Total

4.47

4.65

 Total

0.61

0.59

Total

9

Observations with no presence of data in the ex-ante and/or ex-post questionnaire, are not included in the average
and standard deviation calculations.
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Appendix F. Gameplay report

F1. Game initialisation parameters
Generalised Travel Costs (GTC)
Theoretical
dimension

Monetary costs

Effort

Operationali
sation

Monetary
budget

Transport
mode speeds

Elements

Units

FG1

FG2

Car

PT

Bicycle

Description

Source

Primary
destination
Secondary
destination

€

X

X

3 (FG1)
4 (FG2)

3 (FG1)
4 (FG2)

3 (FG1)
4 (FG2)

See paragraph 3.3.3.3.

N.A.

€

X

X

2

2

2

See paragraph 3.3.3.3.

N.A.

Fee in TCA

€

Fuel
price/litre

€

PT ticket

€

Maximum
segments per
turn

X

X

5

N.A.

N.A.

X

2

N.A.

N.A.

X

X

N.A.

1

N.A.

X

X

4

1 PT /1
walk

2
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The proposed charging fee for TCA is
€5.00. It is assumed that players drive a
‘regular car’ so no discount is given for
less polluting vehicles.
The price per litre is taken for a car
consuming 10 litres per 100 km. As a
segment equals 500m this results in
(2*10) / 200 = €0.10 per segment
travelled.
The price for a single trip with PT in
Turin costs €1.70. As in the game,
players are likely to undertake more PT
trips than in real-life this value is rounded
down to €1.00 per trip.
See paragraph 3.3.3.4.

N.A.

(Milieu
Centraal, n.d.)

N.A.

N.A.

External costs
Theoretical
dimension

Congestion

Environmental
pollution

Operationali
sation

Elements

Acceptable
travel speed

Seg.
/turn

Optimal
gridlock
situation

%

NOx (mg)

mg

CO (mg)
CO2 (g)

FG1

FG2

X

Car

PT

Bicycle

4

2

2

X

100%

100%

100%

X

X

170

85

0

mg

X

X

300

23

0

g

X

X

70

34

0

Congestion
level

Air pollution

Accident
probability
optimal
gridlock
situation
Traffic accidents

Units

Traffic
accident
probability

Death

Seriously
hurt

%

X

3

3

3

victims/
billion
km

X

1.5

1.08

14.25

victims/
billion
km

X

2.64

99

3.33

90.7

Description
Experimental – In order to test if the
congestion level formula is representative
in the game board environment the
acceptable travel speeds per mode equal
the max. segments per turn.
Experimental – New measure was
introduced to make the congestion level
less dependent upon the max. segments
per vehicle. Congestion is set at 100% in
the optimal gridlock.
Air pollution values were extracted from
the Umwelt Bundesamt. This source
provides emission figures per mode per
personal km, which are based on a
regular vehicle in 2017 with an average
occupancy rate.
Experimental – In the case of an optimal
gridlock, the probability of a traffic
accident is 3%. As the sensitivity of this
measure to the board game activity is yet
to be discovered, 3% is chosen as
indicative value and not source based.
The Dutch Institute for Road Safety
Research (SWOV) measures the risk of a
traffic accident to happen (death or
seriously hurt) as the number of victims
per billion km. Different figures per
transport mode were extracted and
transformed to the risk per travelled
segment.

Source

N.A.

N.A.

(Umweltbundes
amt, n.d.)

N.A.

(SWOV, n.d.-b)

FG2 Monetisation parameters
Theoretical
dimension

Environmental
pollution

Traffic accidents

Operationali
sation

Air pollution

Traffic
accident
probability

Elements

Units

Cost per unit

NOx (mg)

mg

€0.000035891

CO (mg)

mg

€0.00000009909

CO2 (g)

g

€0.00005895691

Death

Accidents

€2,900,000.00

Seriously
hurt

Accidents

100

€310,000.00

Description

Source

Monetised societal
costs of air pollution.

(CE Delft, 2018)

Monetised societal
costs of traffic
accidents.

(SWOV, n.d.-a)

F2. GTC – Travel time efficiency

FG1_ZTL

FG1_TCA

FG2_ZTL

FG2_TCA
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F3. GTC – Monetary budgets

Budget (€)

Monetary budgets (€)
€ 25.00

120%

€ 20.00

100%
80%

€ 15.00

60%
€ 10.00
40%
€ 5.00

20%

€-

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rounds
ZTL

1 - Maura - Public transport

2 - Maia - Bicycle

3- -

4 - Italo - Car

5- -

6 - Fabrizio - Public transport
FG1_ZTL

Budget (€)

Monetary budgets (€)
€ 25.00

120%

€ 20.00

100%
80%

€ 15.00
60%
€ 10.00
40%
€ 5.00

20%

€-

0%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Rounds
ZTL

1 - Maura - Public transport

2 - Maia - Bicycle

3- -

4 - Italo - Car

5- -

6 - Fabrizio - Public transport
FG1_TCA
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Budget (€)

Monetary budgets (€)
€ 30.00

120%

€ 25.00

100%

€ 20.00

80%

€ 15.00

60%

€ 10.00

40%

€ 5.00

20%

€-

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rounds
ZTL

1 - Mariapaola - Car

2 - Giulia - Public transport

3 - Mattia - Car

4 - Paolo - Public transport

5 - Chiara - Bicycle

6 - Dani - Car
FG2_ZTL

Budget (€)

Monetary budgets (€)
€ 25.00

120%

€ 20.00

100%
80%

€ 15.00

60%
€ 10.00
40%
€ 5.00

20%

€-

0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Rounds
TCA

1 - Mariapaola - Public transport

2 - Giulia - Car

3 - Mattia - Bicycle

4 - Valentina - Car

5 - Chiara - Car

6 - Dani - Public transport
FG2_TCA
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F4. External costs – Congestion level

FG1_ZTL

FG1_TCA

FG2_ZTL

FG2_TCA
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F5. External costs – Traffic accident probability

FG1_ZTL

FG1_TCA

FG2_ZTL

FG2_TCA
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F6. Monetisation – Distribution of travel costs

Distribution of travel costs

NOx
0.35%

CO2
0.23%

CO
0.00%
Traffic accidents
0.44%

Congestion
26.20%

Monetary costs
5.78%
Value of time
(benefits)
67.00%

FG2_ZTL

Distribution of travel costs

NOx
0.34%

CO2
0.23%

CO
0.00%
Traffic accidents
0.40%

Congestion
24.17%

Monetary costs
9.76%
Value of time
(benefits)
65.09%

FG2_TCA
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F7. Monetisation – Welfare analysis

Seeking for the 'social optimum'
€ 200.00
€ 180.00

Total travel costs

€ 160.00

€ 140.00
€ 120.00
€ 100.00
€ 80.00
€ 60.00
€ 40.00
€ 20.00
€0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Round
External costs

Inversed demand function in €

Individual costs in €

Social costs (EC) in €

Individual costs in € excl. tax
FG2_ZTL

Seeking for the 'social optimum'
€ 200.00
€ 180.00

Total travel costs

€ 160.00
€ 140.00
€ 120.00
€ 100.00
€ 80.00
€ 60.00
€ 40.00
€ 20.00
€0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Round
External costs not covered by TCA

External costs covered by TCA

Inversed demand function in €

Individual costs in €

Social costs (EC) in €

Individual costs in € excl. tax
FG2_TCA
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F8. Individual gameplay data

108

FG1 – ZTL – Player 1
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Maura
PT
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€21.00
€8.00
€0.00
€13.00

Externalities contribution
4
4
26
3.25

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
Compulsory destinations

109

0%
9,520
3,808
2,576

FG1 – ZTL – Player 2
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Maia
Bicycle
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€9.00
€0.00
€0.00
€9.00

Externalities contribution
3
0
14
4.67

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
Compulsory destinations
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12.5%
0
0
0

FG1 – ZTL – Player 4
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Italo
Car
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€24.00
€5.00
€0.00
€19.00

Externalities contribution
6
2
30
3.75

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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6.25%
22,440
9,240
39,600

FG1 – ZTL – Player 6
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Fabrizio
PT
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€8.00
€4.00
€0.00
€4.00

Externalities contribution
2
1
11
3.67

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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38%
4,590
1,836
1,242

FG1 – TCA – Player 1
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Simone
Bicycle
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€9.00
€0.00
€0.00
€9.00

Externalities contribution
3
0
14
4.67

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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12.5%
0
0
0

FG1 – TCA – Player 3
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Enrico
Bicycle
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€11.00
€0.00
€2.00
€9.00

Externalities contribution
3
1
15
5

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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6.3%
0
0
0

FG1 – TCA – Player 4
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Emma
PT
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€13.00
€4.00
€0.00
€9.00

Externalities contribution
3
2
13
2.6

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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37.5%
5,950
2,380
1,610

FG1 – TCA – Player 5
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Augusto
Car
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€18.00
€0.00
€3.00
€15.00

Externalities contribution
4
3
27
3.86

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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15.6%
22,270
9,170
39,300

FG1 – TCA – Player 6
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Adonella
PT
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)

€15.00
€5.00
€0.00
€10.00

Externalities contribution
3
3
16
2.67

Personal delay (congestion)
NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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25%
6,460
2,584
1,748

FG2 – ZTL – Player 1
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Mariapaola
Car
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

5
3
29
3.63

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€26.00
€2.90
€0.00
€23.10

FG2 – ZTL – Player 2
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Giulia
PT
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

3
2
14
2.80

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€16.00
€6.00
€0.00
€10.00

FG2 – ZTL – Player 3
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Mattia
Car
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

3
4
26
3.71

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€20.00
€2.60
€0.00
€17.40

FG2 – ZTL – Player 4
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Paolo
PT
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

4
0
12
3.00

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€16.00
€4.00
€0.00
€12.00

FG2 – ZTL – Player 5
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Chiara
Bicycle
ZTL

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

2
2
14
3.50

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€12.00
€0.00
€0.00
€12.00

FG2 – ZTL – Player 6
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Daniela
Car
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

5
3
30
3.75

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€26.00
€3.00
€3.00
€23.00

FG2 – TCA – Player 1
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Mariapaola
PT
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

4
2
15
3.00

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€18.00
€5.00
€0.00
€13.00

FG2 – TCA – Player 2
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Giulia
Car
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

5
3
28
3.50

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€26.00
€7.80
€0.00
€18.20

FG2 – TCA – Player 3
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Mattia
Bicycle
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

2
2
13
3.25

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€12.00
€0.00
€0.00
€12.00

FG2 – TCA – Player 4
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Valentina
Car
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

5
3
29
3.63

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€26
€7.90
€0.00
€18.10

FG2 – TCA – Player 5
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Chiara
Car
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

3
4
30
4.29

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€20.00
€3.00
€4.00
€13.00

FG2 – TCA – Player 6
Player characteristics
Name
Transport mode
Scenario

Monetary information
Daniela
PT
TCA

Travel performance
Primary destinations
Secondary destinations
Segments travelled
Travel time efficiency

Destination rewards (+)
Travel costs (–)
Compulsory destinations subtraction (–)
End budget (=)
Externalities contribution

4
1
16
3.20

NOx emissions (mg)
CO emissions (mg)
CO2 emissions (g)

Player route
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€18.00
€3.00
€0.00
€15.00
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